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The modular design of the exterior is picked up on the
inside by customizing with standard flooring materials:
lmperial Modern Excelon Tile and Excelon Feature Strips.

lmperial Modern Excelon (vinyl-asbestos)
does a double job for this Charlotte facility. lt
provides an economical, long-wearing floor.
And with 28,000 lineal feet of 3"feature strip,
it color-coordinates the files, furniture, and
accessories.
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This crisp, modern facade belongs to
the Education Center for the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools in Charlotte, North
Carolina.

ARCHITECTS: Charles Morrison Grier & Associates, lnc.,
904 South King's Drive, Charlotte, North Carolina.
INTEFIOR DESIGNER: Mrs. Sue Goodman of the Grier
{irm.
CONTBACTOB: James E. Cox Construction lnc., P.O.
Box 11528, Charlolte, North Carolina.
FLOOBING CONTRACTOR: Carter Floors, 189 Trade
Street, Matthews, North Carolina.

The lmperial Modern Excelon used here is 1/a" gauge.
Depending on service and budget requirements, 3/32"
gauge is available as an alternate. ln both cases, the
contemporary, mottled pattern goes all the way through
the tile's thickness, so the look lasts the life of the floor.
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elevators for award-winning architecture
Performance of award winning caliber helps Dover Ele-
vators get specified for buildings of outstanding archi-
tectural design.

Comparable high-quality and dependability are provided
by Dover in both Oildraulic{D and Electric elevators. You
can combine the two types for maximum efficiency and
economy, while dealing with a single elevator supplier.
Dover Oildraulic elevators, with speeds to 200 feet per
minute and travel through six floors, are unexcelled in
the low-rise field. For 30 years they have been more
widely used than any other hydraulic elevator.
Dover electric elevators, geared and gearless, offer the
exclusive Computamatic@ control system for fastest
service under all traffic conditions. Solid state devices

DUKE NUCLEAR LABORATORY, Duke University, Durham, N. C.
Cited as one of 16 outstanding examples of campus design for
the 1970s by College & University Business magazine. The mas-
sive solidity of its design evokes a feeling of security appropriate
to its function. Architect: A. G. Odell Jr. & Associates. General
Contractor: F. N. Thompson, lnc. Dover Oildraulic elevator
installed by Dover Elevator Co.

are utilized where appropriate for greater reliability and
to reduce maintenance.

Whatever you are building, Dover will deliver award win-
ning cooperation with you on plans and specifications,
and on elevator performance. Write for catalogs. Dover
Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept.A-11,P. O. Box 2177,
Memphis, Tenn. 38102. ln Canada: Dover/Turnbull.

For more data, ci rcle j on inquiry card
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Perspectives

News in brief

Short iter-r-rs of rnajor national
interest, as w'elI as au,arcl rvinners
and arrnouncements.

36 News Reports

lrrcludes stories on: the proposccl
switch to the r-nctric systenr;

lohnson, Roche, arrcl Rudolph, a nr.rjor
exhi[;ition of rvorks in progrcss
a lincar park for Delrvcr,
by Lawrence Halprin & Associates;
ancl larrdmark clisastcrs.

40 Buildings in the news

Irrclucles: a corriclorlcss school
(above) b1, Harcly Holznran Pfeiltcr;
the cornpletcd University Art
r\'luseur-t.t at Berkclelr, Cal.,
by r\4ario Ciarnlri; anrl winners of
Honor Aw,arcls fronr thc Architects
Society of ohio.
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ARCHITECI, AITCHITECTURE and WESTERN ARCHITECT
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The annual F. W. Dodge
construction outlook:'1971

The arrnual national arrd regional
outlook for the construction
inclustries, one of the important
traclitional documents of the
Economics Department of F. W. Dodge
(nolv the r\4cCraw-H ill lnforrnation
Systems Company), observes the
shifting mix of ltuilding types in
the virtually level growth curve
for '1970, analyzes the reasons for
shift, previcrvs the enrerging climatc
for 1971 in terms of both puhlic
and privatc s1;ending plans and factors
af{ecting thenr, ancl comes up rvith
cautious optimism for non-residential
buildirrg (especially rnedical and
public) ancl a clefinite surge (21 per
cent) for resiclcntial building.

Cost indexes and indicators

An estimating aicl for building
construction costs in 33 cities

-ancl a forecast of doul:le costs.
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l-lSlN(l ()tl'ICES: 330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.
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torr l)lacc, N.E., \Vashington, D.C.20002; second-class
l)()\tag(. p,rirl .rt \\i.rshington, D.C.
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rlcnl; r'irt' presirlents: Ralph Illackburn, circulation; John
R. Call.ihanr, cditorial; William P. Ciglio, administration;
l)rvi(l (;. lt,nst,n, nr.tnul.l( tLrringi; Jcrome [). Luntz, plan-

67
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(]Lrotations ()n r('pnnls of articlcs available.
rvill lre maclt'trr r('lurn nr.tterial submitted
publication, but t'rlitors .rnd corl.loration
rcsltonsrble f or los. or rllnrage.
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89 Paul Rudolph:
Work in Progress

Drawings of current projects
include: the corporate headrluarters
and research laboratories
for Burroughs Wellcome & Co., lnc.
in North Carolina; a central
library for Niagara Falls, New
York; ar-rd the Buffalo Waterfront
Develclpment for tlre Nerv York State
Urban Devclopnrent Corporation.

105 Big Bank in Little Rock

The Wortherr Bank Builcling
in Little Rock, Arkansas, was
designed by the local firnr of
Erhart Eichcnbaurn Rauch & Blass.

Part bank arrcl part rentaltle
offices, it is clearr modern
design, and rvill serve as

a useful exanrple for the city's
conlinuecl grolvth.

101 New Hampshire dormitories
by Ulrich Franzen

Franzerr's characteristic plastic
facades arc accomplishecl rvithin a

strict budget in this rc'siclence
hall for the Univcrsitl, o6 *"uu
Hampshire. lt is part of a

nern,complex of builclings that
will eventually irrclr-rde t\r,o more
similar clormitories and a

109 Five Distinctive Houses

A portfolio of houses for various
sites built of various materials.
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New Directions in
School Planning

Two firms rvith extensive
expericnce irr school design
rvere invited by RECORD to set

forth their current thinking
on school planning and design.

New planning principles

Bill Brubaker, spokesman for
The Perkins & Will Partnership,
examines some of the alternatives
facing school planners in the
clecade to come.

A thoughtful approach

Ho"varcl Patterson of The SMS

Architects outlines the goals
of eftective school planning,
arrd indicales horv the firm
approachcs ner,v school projccts.
Each article is supplementecl by
photographs of recent projects.
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Alternates to suburban sprawl:
new processes, new involvement

The areas around our cities-the suburbs
and (l guess it's still a word) the exurbs be-
yond--don't get too much attention these
days. Compared to our central cities they
seem less of a problem-and certainly it is

generally true that they have fewer poor,
fewer social problems, less troubled schools,
better housing. But problems there are, and
they need attention right now-because
next year we're going to be booming away
at housing again, in what may be the biggest
year for housing since 1950. (Ceorge Chris-
tie, in the 1971 F. W. Dodge Construction
Outlook detailed on page 67, sees a 21 per
cent increase in residential building next
year, much of it in apartments but plenty of
it in single-family housing.)

The problems of the suburbs got some
effective attention at a meeting held in mid-
October by the American Wood Council.
(That organization, an alliance of trade as-
sociations and companies in the wood
products industry-while understandably
very active in the promotion of new, better,
and more uses of wood-has also done a

great deal of effective work "dedicated to
improving America's living environments
through the design and construction of bet-
ter housing and more efficient use of the
land."

The Wood Council's seminar was held,
appropriately, at Wesleyan Hills-a new
community in Middletown, Connecticut
(within commuting range of New Haven
and Hartford) that is being built as a series
of mini-neighborhoods separated by 90
acres of land left open for common use-
one alternate (and a nicely designed one) to
suburban sprawl.

The cast was a good one: the men re-

sponsible for the development of several of
the best planned unit developments around
the country; NAHB's John King; several

architects (Robert Hayes, who is involved in

very lorv-cost, very high-density commu-
nities in California; John Schmidt, who is

director of archltectural and construction
research for the United States Savings &

Loan League; and John Bloodgood, who re-
cently resumed practice after a long stint as

buildings editor of Better Homes & Car-
dens); planner Fred Bair; Bill Houseman,
editor of Environment Monthly; and McKim
Norton of the Regional Plan Association of
New York.

After a slide presentation (for openers,
for reference, and for tears) of typical sub-
divisions in all price ranges, the panel and
the audience (editors from professional and

shelter magazines, as well as news weeklies
and newspapers) got right to the problems
of suburban sprawl and what can and can-
not be done about them. The discussion
centered mostly on two points:

I Do home buyers really want "good
design"? Builders who have done very well,
thank you very much, selling suburban
sprawl argue that "we give buyers what they
want." What's wrong with the argument, of
course, is that with rare exceptions there
have been no alternates for buyers to
choose from-there have been no commu-
nities with planned open space, with pleas-
ant clusters of single-family houses (with a

choice of "traditional" or contemporary
houses, built-for-sale or custom) and pleas-
ant groupings of garden apartments and
condominiums and even, perhaps (as at
Reston) high-rise. As Bill Houseman put it:
"lf the public is apathetic about house de-

EDITORIAL

sign, they've had a lot to be apathetic
about." Emil Hanslin's New Seabury on
Cape Cod was the first community I ever
saw that offered a genuine choice of ways to
live-from some Royal Barry Wills' houses
that had true respect for the warm traditions
of the Cape to some pretty cool contempo-
rary that made the very most of a handsome
site. There haven't been many in the 10
years since. Wesleyan Hills is trying it quite
directly-some of its mini-neighborhoods
are pretty heavily small-paned and shut-
tered, and others (both single-family, and
condominium) have the latest in shed roofs
and surprise space-so we will soon have
one very direct comparison. (Watch this
space for the results!)

John Schmidt, who works with lenders
all over the country, feels that we are near-
ing "the critical pp255/'-1[21 there are
enough good examples of new kinds of resi-

dential communities being built that people
(not all people, of course, but many people)
will begin to demand something more than
a standard box (albeit with optional front
facades) on a standard street. Bob Hayes of-
fered a simple way to suggest to home buy-
ers how to decide: "Do you like open fields,
or side yards you can't use? Do you like
country lanes, or straight streets lined with
straight sidewalks with lines of houses on
the same set-back line? Do you want a pond
your children can swim or fish in, or not?

Said Alan Borg: "As long as buyers have
the benefit of good land and good planning,
they are willing to accept new concepts."

! ln for the biggest criticism was that
old bugaboo zoning. And from the group
assembled, one could get the feeling that,
crack by crack, that wall against better and
more flexible land use is being breached.
Said Schmidt: "More and more local gov-
ernment planners, and more and more com-
missioners, are beginning to understand real
planning concepts-not just traffic pat-
terns." Said McKim Norton: "The public
(and their government representatives) have
been suspicious of these new concepts. But

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD November '1970 9



PERSPECTIVES

I believe that their suspicion is evaporating.
. Now, more and more, people seem to
be cominB to the conclusion that maybe the
planners are right the opposition to
clusters ancl open space residential develop-
ments seems to be disappearing in favor of
the alternatives." Said the builders and de-
velopers present, all of whom have built or
are building "new concept" communities:
We've sold tlre local government on revi-
sions in its zoning, and we're selling
houses.

I The panel faced squarely the other
(only whispered) face of zoning: large-lot
zoning. As everyone knows, there are many
communities who use zoning to make hous-
ing as expensive as possible, in hopes of
slowing the influx of people (any people,
but, sometimes, especially low-income and
black people). This device is seen most
clearly in the so-called bedroom towns, with
little or no tax base outside the real-estate
tax on houses. The arithmetic is simple:
with taxes of say $1,000 on a typical house
and a per-pupil cost of not much less than
that, any new family with more than one
child is automatically a loss to the town that
must be paid by the people who already live
there. What's the solution? One suggestion
is a change in the tax base, from sole reli-
ance on real-estate taxation to local income
taxes (which more than a few cities have
come to already). Federal revenue-sharing
was another hope-if the states could and
would bear some of the costs imposed on a

community by the influx of new families
that higher-density zoning would bring in.
But at any rate, with the pressure of popula-
tion in and around all our cities, the prob-
lem must be solved. Within a few months,
the Supreme Court will be ruling on large-
Iot zoning in a case brought against Oyster
Bay, Long lsland-and the implications of
that ruling, of course, will be hard to ignore.
One appeal to local reason that has been
used by several of the successful developers
was: "More people are coming! Whether

you like it or not. Do you want to start plan-
ning now to accept them within the frame-
work of the existing character of your town;
or do you want to wait for the dam to
break?" Another real appeal to the "restric-
tive" zoning boards: "lf you can't worry
about housing the poor can afford, how
about worrying about housing your children
can afford ?"

Well, so what for architects? As noted
at the beginning of this piece, we're going
to be building a lot more housing in the
future, beginning next year. Much of that
housing-single-family and multi-family
alike-is going to be built in the suburbs
and on new land still farther out from the
cities. Are we going to see a continuation
of mindless sprawl-inefficient use of the
Iand and "communities" that are not com-
munities at all but simply boxes for people?
Or cannot builders (whose businesses are
at stake) work with skilled planners and
architects (whose professional worth is at
stake) to create a better alternate-whether
it is planned unit development or cluster
zoning or (maybe) a whole new land-use
concept?

Cannot builders and architects create a

better alternate, first by helping zoning offi-
cials see that there is an alternate, and then
bry offering it to the public? For if architects
cannot explain what is better about good
land use and good design and good neigh-
borhoods and good community facilities,
then who can? And then what happens?

What happens of course is more of the
same-more mindless subdivision of in-
creasingly valuable land, more housing that
is less than the homebuyer deserves for his
money, continuing and growing problems
between city and suburb.

Again, as noted in the September edi-
torial: lt seems clear that the new housing
boom will be a new ball game-and this
time architects must field a great team and
not just boo from the stands.

-Walter 
F.Wagner, Jr.

-Drawn lor the RECORD by Alan Dunn

"lt's f rom lunior and now he says he's
going to 'attack the total environment'

-l think that's a crack at us-"

When is a housing start
not a mobile home?

ln the September editorial, after reporting
(accurately) that "Figures for July put [hous-
ingl starts at a 1.585 million annual rate-
the highest in '17 months" I inaccurately re-
ported that "those figures do include mo-
bile homes" and testily added "shame on
HUD and Commerce for that." Well, shame
on me, and apologies to the Commerce's
Bureau of the Census whose figures on
housing starts do not (repeat do not) in-
clude mobile homes.

Coming next month:
hospitals, halls, houses

ln December, the subject of the Building
Types Study is hospitals-a building type
that by all indications will become increas-
ingly active in the years ahead. lncluded will
be an analysis of how medical insurance is

changing the kinds of facilities required; the
changing ratio of in-patient to out-patient
facilities; the design effect of today's rapid
changes in medical technologies; the man-
agement resources of architects in deliver-
ing hospitals in competition with the new
"medical package dealers"; and some new
design approaches to hospital design that
promise both rigorous cost control and
tech nological sophistication.

Also in December: Denver's new con-
vention center, designed by Muchow, Ream
& Larson, which is a most innovative ap-
proach to the design of this kind of space-
for architects and engineers; and a house
in the High Sierras. And more, of course.

Quote of the month:
zoninB department

By Peter McCandless, of Culf-Reston, at the
seminar discussed overleaf : "Can't we make
the individual the ultimate unit of zoning?."

-W,W.
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News in brief
Architect-designed construction continued its strong recovery in August, hitting 293 on the Dodge index

(1957-59 equals 100), just short of the all-time high of 312 set last January. The index had sunk
as low as 200 in June. August's strength could be found in just about every major type of build-
ing. However, it is not expected that contracting at the near-300 level will last very long, since
some of this current surge includes projects that were temporarily postponed during the spring
financial crisis. Something closer to the mid-200's is a better measure of the current demand for
buildings.

New Standards of Ethical Practice of the
(August, page 35), having been
meeting. The new standards are
the rule against engagement in

There's plenty of money available for apartment building and the adequate supply will continue into the
foreseeable future. This was stated by several of the 230 speakers who addressed National Asso-
ciation of Home Builders' first lnternational Apartment Conference in Washington last month. So

successful was this first effort to convene those who plan, build and manage apartment struc-
tures that Louis R. Barba, president of NAHB's 51,OOO-member organization, announced that a

second conference would be held in Chicago next Sept. 22-26. Federal Home Loan Bank Board
chairman Preston Martin said few savings and loans had reached their 15 per cent of assets limita-
tion and that builders should "come and get" loans from them. Congressman Thomas L. Ashley
(D-Ohio) urged that public housing programs be scrapped in favor of a new strategy more closely
involving state and Iocal officials. His housing subcommittee will investigate. Apartment demand
will continue relatively strong {or the next 5 years, said NAHB's executive vice president
Nathaniel H. Rogg.

Some architects and engineers are refusing to play the Defense Department's game on submitting esti-
mates (October, page 35). The Defense Department's first effort to force design firms to accom-
pany submissions with price backfired when four firms responding to proposals in New Orleans
for a Naval facility refused to give price estimates on their services, claiming the plan encourages
inferior architecture. All major professional design organizations have protested the Defense De-
partment plan.

The President's reorganization plan creating a new Environmental Protection Agency (September, page
35) has become effective, centering in one agency Federal regulatory authority relating to water,
air, radiation and agricultural chemicals. The agency should be fully underway by the end of
this year.

Experiments to improve Model Cities program effectiveness will be carried out in 12 to 18 cities, as a

result of the President's determination to strengthen Model Cities. Experiments, to be adminis-
tered by HUD and the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, will include elimination
of most Federal review, developing Model Cities plans for entire cities, not just single neighbor-
hoods, and giving mayors and other local officials new powers of review.

NASA has invited aerospace and architectura! engineering firms to submit proposals for assisting in plan-
ning ground facilities for a space shuttle system. The shuttles, now in preliminary design, are en-
visaged as reusable airplane-like vehicles that will transport people and cargo between Earth and
space stations.

Architectura! students from across the country wil! meet at the University of California, Berkeley, Nov.
27-29 for the -l6th annual Student Forum of the Association of Student Chapters/American lnsti-
tute of Architects. Workshop topics will include reform of instruction at architectural schools, en-
vironmental education of the public, and community work. The first nationwide conference on
the arts and human environment will be held November 15-18 at The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity College of Arts and Architecture. lts aim is to itrengthen the case for the arts in American
life. 4,000 air pollution specialists are expected at the Second lnternational Clean Air Congress, to
be held in Washington, D.C. December 6-11, sponsored by the lnternational Union of Air Pollu-
tion Prevention Associations, Pittsburgh.

THE RECORD REPORTS
news in brief . . . news reports . . . buildings in the news

American lnstitute of Architects become effective November 1

approved by the A.l.A.'s Board of Directors at its September
simpler and shorter than the earlier standards, notably deleting
building contracting.
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NEWS REPORTS

Denver picks Halprin and
RTKL designs for
Skyline renewal area
Skyline Park (above) will be "a hub
for a variety of people activities,"
say its designers, Lawrence Halprin
and Associates. The park will ex-

tend three blocks on the north side
of a large downtown street in the
new Denver Skyline Redevelopment
area. lt will be above underground
parking structures and will contain
a variety of space, running from
small spaces to a large gathering
area. One older structure on
the site, the Daniel and Fisher

Tower, will be preserved as the
park's focal point in the central

section which will accommodate
large public functions. This section
will also contain a grand sculptural
fountain. The two outer blocks will

also have fountains, along with
sunken sculptural areas created by
terraced steps and grass mounding
which will permit dense planting
of trees and grass over the roof
structure. The Denver Urban Re-

newal Authority recently announced
acceptance of the plan in its entirety.

DURA also chose RTKL lnc.,
architect/planners, in a competi-
tion for design of a multi-use
project (right) for Skyline Center,
which will include high-rise apart-
ments, a hotel, recreation facilities
and an office tower using air rights

over a street. A pedestrian second-
level walkway system will link this
hub to adjoining developments.

Cost estimates for total con-
version in the U. S. ran from $40

billion to $200 billion with no firm
expression of estimated time re-

quired. Since England adopted a

1O-year span for its total adoption,
that has been used as an accepted
interval as discussions progressed.

lndustry consensus developed
at the NBS meetings indicated a

conviction that conversion was in-
evitable; that it was just a matter
of when and over what time span.

There was agreement that a period
of great confusion could be antici-
pated, with double inventories for
many producers, after a Congres-
sionally mandated start on the long
process of adaptation. Education
was stressed as a prime requisite,
and more than one spokesman
talked in terms of a generation
being needed for total adjustment.

Opening the conference, Dr.
Lawrence M. Kushner, NBS deputy
director, outlined three levels of
metric reaction-accommodation,
adaptation, and conversion. The
first assumes a minimal response
to increased use of metric units.
Adaptation represents expression
of product quantities and physical
properties in metric units, and con-
version is the complete response to
increasing metric usage.

Every major industrial nation
of the world, except the U.S., today
is using the metric system or is con-
verting or planning to convert.

Besides the seven industrial
conferences, of which the con-
struction industry's was one, the
U. S. Commerce Department (of
which NBS is a part) is sending out
over 5,000 questionnaires to sample
a carefully selected cross section
of American manufacturers and is

making personal contacts and tele-
phone interviews to Bet inputs
from the non-manufacturing areas.

Landmarks: bad news
with a few bright spots
! Louis Sullivan's Albert Sullivan
House in Chicago (below) designed
for his mother in 1892 and later the
residence of the architect himself,
was demolished this spring, having
fallen into decay beyond repair.
Southern lllinois University plans to
reconstruct the facade on a branch
camDUs.--."r --' Cervin Robinson. HABS

r The Chicago City Council voted
37 to 5 not to designate Louis Sul-
livan's Old Stock Exchange (Febru-

ary, page 42, September, page 35)

a city landmark. The way is now
open for real estate developers who
have purchased the building to
construct their proposed 40-story
office building on the site.
r The Old Post Office in St. Louis
(above, right), long the object of
controversy among preservation-

fed Schaiers

ists, Bovernment, and developers,
is endangered by an interpretation
of Federal preservation rules which
would forbid its use as a commer-
cial structure. The building was de-
signed in 1873 by Alfred B. Mul-
lett, who also designed the Old
State, War and Navy Building in
Washington, D.C. The building's
owner, the Ceneral Services Ad-
ministration, is expected to make
its precedent-making decision in
the near future.
r Frank Lloyd Wright's Ceneva lnn
(below), Lake Geneva, Wisconsin,
was torn down this year. lt was

designed in '1912. Wright's Park lnn
(1910) in Mason City, lowa is seri-
ously deteriorated.
r The owner of Frank Lloyd
Wright's Warren Hickox House
(1900, Kankakee, lll.) is looking for
a sympathetic purchaser. Contact
Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer at the Frank
Lloyd Wright Foundation.

Construction industry
agrees metrication
inevitable
Metrication, the new term applied
to adaptation to metric measure-
ment, is undergoing intensive study
by the building and construction
industry as the National Bureau of
Standards prepares a comprehen-
sive report to Congress on the ef-
fects of conversion. Construction is

one of several industries holding in-
vestigative conferences designed
to provide input for this major
report due by next Aug. 1. NBS

hosted the construction conference
Oct. 5-6.

The American lnstitute of
Architects voiced the views of sev-

eral others when its conference
paper called for a properly planned
and well-organized program of
metrication as being preferable to
conversion by evolution. A fixed,
rather than a variable, time period
was urged by the A.l.A. spokes-
man, H. Leslie Simons. The opti-
mum time period for architects to
convert will be far less than the
fixed time period of 10 years en-
visioned by the program, although
no one is prepared to say exactly
how long it would take, the A.l.A.
stated, adding: "Our conversion
time rryould be small but could not
even begin until the conversion of
product sizes (or at least catalog
sizes) and the revision of design
tables and their acceptance by the
various code groups was well under
waY."

Direct costs to architects, the
A.l.A. said, would be primarily in
the re-education of employees and
purchase of new standards and ref-
erence materials. lt has not been
uncommon for architects to design
foreign projects using dual dimen-
sions-English and metric-it was

noted.
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fohnson, Roche, Rudolph
and Lapidus subjects of
two exhibitions
Two architectural exhibits an-

nounced in October (page 36) have

opened in New York City. "Work
in Progress: Architecture by Philip

Johnson, Kevin Roche, Paul Ru-

dolph" will run at the Museum of
Modern Art through .lanuary 3. The
exhibit was selected and installed
by Arthur Drexler, director of the
Museum's Department of Architec-
ture and Design.

Projects by Philip Johnson in-
clude the Twin Towers Office
Building for Houston, Texas,

a Calleria (right), using existing

streets for New York University,
and a convention center for Nia-
gara Falls. Projects by Kevin Roche
include the College Life lnsurance
Company of America Headquarters
in lndianapolis (above, May 1968)

and the United Nations Develop-
ment Center in New York (.lanu-

dty, page 41). Works of Paul

Rudolph (see also paBe 89) include
the Library at Niagara Falls and
proposed waterf ront housing for
Buffalo, N.Y. (below).

' "Morris Lapidus: Architecture
of )oy" is "wovt,ing 'em" at New
York City's Architectural League.

As Mr. Lapiclus puts it, "l was

seeking a worlcl of illusions, and

U.l.A. meets in
Washington
The ceaseless battle of world plan-
ners to stay a step ahead of land
grabbers in attempting to assure

desirable open spaces f or f utu re

development came through clearly
at the recent meeting of architects
and city planners from 15 nations
in Washington, D. C. These were
delegates to the five-day confer-
ence of the Town Planning Com-
mission of the Union lnternationale
des Architectes which convenes
biennially.

Man's need f or open space
was an accepted conclusion as

these planners began their discus-

sions. From this premise the
speakers decried encroachment of
industry, business and undesirable
housing into land areas they felt
should have been preserved for
open space development. Several
panaceas were proposed: interna-
tional rnventorv of availablc spac('
with ways to retain it, land banks,
public and private ownership ar-
rangements in new forms and pub-
lic conviction that open areas are
needed to cleanse air and water,
allow for recreation and leisure,
and provide relief from acres of
buildings, concrete and asphalt.

The A.l.A. hosted the sessions

at the Corcoran Callery of Art.

the world of reality for me was

something that l'd rather not get
involved with." The world, or
"phenomenon," as the s[row's or-
ganizer, John S. Margolies, de-
scribes it, of Morris Lapidus is ex-
tensively shown in photographs
and films through November 9.

RECORD associate editor Robert

Jensen helped organize the ex-

hibit. A staircase in Miami's Foun-
tainebleau Hotel appears below.

Arch itectural sculpture
reaches new heights
in St. Louis
Saunders Schultz and William Sev-

erson are two St. Louis sculptors
who have combined their studios
into one organization, Scopia,

ferguson photct

whose work has ranged from sym-
bolic fountains to bas relief eleva-
tor door panels. Their most chal-
lenging project was recently com-
pleted on the 2SO-foot side of a

St. Louis apartment building, Coun-
cil ?laza East (left), built by the
Teamsters Union and designed by
architects Schwarz and Henmi. lt is

a brick bas relief called "Finite-ln-
finite Quest," symbolizing "man's
search and strivings towards Cod
and Cod reaching down to man,"
according to its designers.

The two sculptors themselves
worked from scaffolding, drawing
the outlines of the design on the
underlying concrete wall as brick-
layers a few feet below filled in the
pattern. Tuck pointers later shaped
the bricks and painters dyed and
sealed them. The artists, unused to
working at great heights, often in
high winds, sometimes found it a

harrowing experience. They hope
the work has opened up new possi-

bilities in architectural sculpture.

Architectual delegations
study construction in USSR
and United States
An unofficial delegation of Ameri-
can architects, engineers and build-
ing contractors headed by Max

Urbahn, F.A.l.A., future president
of the American lnstitute of Archi-
tects, visited the Soviet Union last

month. They rnet with the mayor
of Moscow and the Deputy Chair-
man of the State Committee for
Science and Technology and dis-
cussed the possibility of collabora-
tion among American and Soviet
architects, engineers, and contrac-
tors on construction in the U.S.S.R.

ln addition to Moscow, the
delegation visited Novosibirsk,
Tashkent, Samarkand, Sochi, and
Leningrad. They also visited fac-

tories producing prefabricated con-
struction components.

As a result of the trip, it was

agreed that the U.S.S.R. would send

a delegation to this country in the
near future to observe American
construction technology and man-

agement methods.
Other members of the dele-

gation included Howard Turner, of
the Turner Construction Co.,
Lewis Davis of Davis Brody & As-

sociates, architects, John Carl
Warnecke, of John Carl Warnecke
& Associates, architects, Carl

Koch of Carl Koch & Associates,
architects, Lev Zetlin, of Lev Zetlin
& Associates, engineers, Dr. Mit-
chell Rosenthal, sociologist, and
A.l.A. executive vice president Wil-
liam L. Slayton.

Meanwhile, two Japanese ob-
servers, Kiyoshi Kondo and Minoru
Yamada, were visiting the School of
Architecture at the University of
Texas in Austin, having been to
New York and Detroit, as part of
a world tour on which they were
investigating low-cost housing con-
cepts and building techniques. Ac-
cording to Mr. Yamada, Japan will
require 6,700,000 housing units for
the next five years, of which ap-
proximately 25 per cent will be
prefabricated.

Students design
pollution posters
At Ball State's College of Archi-
tecturc and Planning in lndiana,
seconcl year students take a

graphics course which aims at
relevancy. The coursc, entitled
"Craphic Communicatiot-t," is de-
signed to increase awareness of
social expression, svmltol fornration
and visual design. Roger Brady de-
signed the poster at the left.
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what you don',,Y*,i&*tii:lirions or douars
of mistakes caused by bad office lightirrg.



The high cost of an eraser.

\

)

If you have a heart of
gold und ut.n't disturbed
by your typists' typos-
then consider that the
cost of a dictated business

letter just went up to
$3.05. And every time
it's retyped, it's an extra
$2.0 5.
Now let's go into your
accounting department.

General Electric has just

smart lisht buyer like you wants.
Fot .*u*ple, we hur. a 40-watt
that not only gives more light per

than all otherJ, but actually lives

longer. And no other 40-watter
.orL less to run. It's our GE

the lamp a

fluorescent
watt tf'

,,noii'
,#'

, ,,,,

She ner_-ds 100 or more f ootcand i:.
of lrght * What are you grvrng her ?

How much do you figure you lose every
year with all those typos that never get

ietyped? A little scary, isn't it)- 
Every year, millions of dollars are lost in

mistakes which are simply blamed on human
error. But the reason behind the error might
be found in your ceiling. Ever thought of that)

What price a new lamp?
The facts are that increased lighting levels

alone can increase productivity from 4 to Bt'; .

Care to figure that out in hard, cold cash?

Office workers respond to modern, bright
surroundings. They work mo.re efficiently and
more accurately. Ii makes a happier and
cheerier working atmosphere.

How to be a smart light buyer.
First, buy a lamp for its light-but don't

forqet all the other things that are from
tw6 to 20 times more expensive than the lamp
itself. Consider its running cost. And the cost

of maintaining it. Then see us.

Th so cecan:'l.;;il"; 
il;;.'.i;:"it ,t.

Mod-U-Linei that's doubled over so you can
fit two or three of them neatly into those

modern two-by-two-foot module fixtures.
And if you're interested in eight-foot

fluorescentsjwe have the world's Lrightest.
The GE Power Groove.@ It actually gives
you the equivalent of nine feet of light from
an eight-foot tube. It's like getting an extra
fluoreicent free with every eight you buy, ,,,,,

Have a good look at your ,.,f
gffi,.. ceiling soon. If it looks a 

.-,

little sad-see us. ., .,r

We have the right 't'''-'

light f"rlt.-- 
--4"' 

, u l.S .,,,{u

The GE ['ower Groove. Brrghtest
erght-footer evt'r. And thc- GE Mod.U.Lrne.
Gets into places others can'1.

General Electric-so America can see.

GENERA ETECTRICr@
For more data, circle 22 on inquiry card



BUILDINCS IN THE NEWS

University Art Museum, Berkeley,
Calif., by Mario J. Ciampi, F.A.l.A.,
with Richard L. Jorasch and Ronald
E. Wagner, associates, will open
November 7. The design, which
won a national competition, uses

an expandable system of visually
interconnected radial terraces for
exhibition spaces, also providing a

theater for 300, studio and confer-
ence facilities (December, 1965,
pages 132-134).

Sam Reiss

Southwest Elementary School, Bar-
tholomew County, lndiana, Hardy
Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, archi-
tects, is designed for team teaching.
Circulation space is devoted to
educational activities and class-
rooms are dissolved into clusters
for three age groups (no grades).
Specialized areas have an implied
separation through the placement
of small enclosed storage and work
rooms.

Marine lnstitute of Technology and
Graduate Studies, Baltimore, Louis
Cardner, architect with Donald
Reay, associate, will contain six
training laboratories simulating
nautical conditions, a library, audi-
torium, maritime museum/ recrea-
tion facilities and Iiving accommo-
dations in stepped structure.
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Architects Society of Ohio presents eight honor awards to architects and owners

Eight honor awards were presented to seven Ohio architects by

the Architects Society of Ohio in its sixth annual honor awards
program. Those not shown below were: St. Margaret of Cortona

Church, Columbus, Brubaker/Brandt, lnc. with Pietro Belluschi,

architects; Fllnt Ridge Museum, E. A. Clendening, architect; Mill

President's home and university
guest facility, Wright State Univer-
sity, E. A. Clendening, architect,
Dayton, was planned to nreet the
needs of its present occupant,
while having flexibility for future
users. Siding is cedar, exposed
floors of slate. The wooded site
was disturbed as little as possible.

Smith residence in Worthington,
Ohio, lreland/Associates, architects,
Columbus, emphasizes privacy on
a narrow lot. A series of pavilions
project inward from a peripheral
gallery circulation system. The ran-
dom inward projections produce a
series of small courtyards. Exterior
is redwood-trimmed stucco.

Street Married Student Apartments, Ohio University, Athens,

Holroyd-Meyers, architects; and Xomox Plant and Administration
Offices, Cincinnati, Carl A. Strauss and Associates, architects.

Plaques were presented to both architects and owners of the

award-winning buildings.

Madden Hills Branch library, Rich-
ard Levin Associates, architects,
Dayton, was designed to "merchan-
dise culture" to a ghetto area, keep
costs very low, and retain residen-
tial scale of its neighborhood. Four
concrete block shed shapes center
on a central charging area.

Abbey of Gethsemani, Trappist, Ky.,

was renovated by William Schickel
in collaboration with Jones, Pea-

cock, Carn and Partners, architects,
Cincinnati. True structure was

revealed through removal of false
plaster vaults (above) making the
building more compatible with the
new liturgy.

rIj

I

tsalthazar Korab
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NEW COMFORT PROMISE
for the 7O's

"Deep" Aerofin Coils
are spurring new design of
heat recovery systems
in the bold new buildings
lnternal heat from computers, lights, and people
functions as a year-round heat source. And this
excess thermal energy gets advanced technology
treatment in the New York State Office Building,
Utica, N.Y., now under construction.

Basic to these heat recovery systems is the unique
dualheating/cooling service of single "deep"
Aerofin Heat Transfer Coil assemblies (like the
13' 6" "high-rise" coil bank at left). They allow
full cooling capacity at a higher average chilled
water temperature, or heating from a lower
average hot water temperature.

Depending on the system design, Aerofin "Deep"
Coils may be selected to produce a large
temperature rise for cooling, as well as a Iarge
temperature drop for heating. Such coil
application allows smaller pipes, pumps and
valves-less insulation-and yet performs on
stand ard refrigeration equ ipment.

lf you want to break away from the conventional
with heat recovery, specify Aerofin "Deep" Coils
for optimum performance and savings.

New York State Office of Ceneral Services Public Building
Design and Construction Croup: E. S. Legg, Director I
Architect and Engineer: Hueber Hares Clavin Partnership,
Syracuse, N.Y. with technical representation: A. l. Mc-
Farlan Co., lnc. r Construction Contractor: Rouse Con-
struction r Mechanical Contractor: Utica Sheet Metal
Co., lnc. AERoFtN

CORPORATION . LYNCHBURG, VIREINIA 24505
Agrorin 13 sold only by manulacturcrs ol lan 3ystem epparatu3, List on requ*t.

AEROFI OFFICES: Auanla. BGlon. chlcago. Cloy€land. Dalla!. NewYork. Phihdslphla. San Frenclrco. Toronto . I{ont?aal
AEROFIN CORPORATION (CA ADA) LTD., cananoqus, Onlr]lo
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ARCHITECTURAL BUSINESS
analysis of building activity practice techniques

For next year. total building up 12 per cent!

Promising some recovery f or next year is a change in mix

of building types, rather than volume gain in late 1970.

Createst gains next year: housing, hospitals and public buildings.

t. W. Dodge construction outlook 1971
Prepared by the Economics Department,
McCraw-Hill lntormation Systems Company
(Formerly F. W. Dodge Company)
George A. Christie, Vice Ptesident and Chiet Economist

Think ol 1970 as a year of transition. That

means more than just lateral movement,
even though the year's economic growth
(in real terms) had to be measured with a

micrometer.
Some worthwhile changes have been

wrung out of this period of equilibrium.
One such improvement in 1970: the nag-

ging inflationary pressures of the past

several years finally began to show signs of
lessening. Another big plus: a smaller share

of our resources is now being used for mil-
itary purposes, and more emphasis is being
given to our many domestic problems. ln
both areas, we still have a long way to go,

but 197O's movement in these directions
will yield important long-term benefits.

As is usually the case, these gains

weren't accomplished without cost. The
price that had to be paid in the short-run
was that we had to bear many of the symp-
toms of recession: absence of growth, ris-

ing unemployment, reduced profits. Even

gradual change doesn't take place without
some stress and strain on the economic
system.

This transition, or "re-ordering of na-

tional priorities," has been making itself felt
in construction markets all through 1970 in
both positive and negative ways. And if the
over-all result in 1970 looks like a standoff
(since this year's total of construction con-
tract value is headed for about the same
amount as in 1969), that's only because to-
tals often conceal important changes. What
makes the difference is the change in the
composition of the construction market be-
tween the opening and closing quarters of
1970. When the year began, nonresidential
building was booming, while housing had
sunk to its lowest level since the 1966-67
credit crunch. Yet, by the end of the year

those two construction markets had ex-

changed roles. That shift was the really im-
portant development in construction dur-
inq1970.

The business slowdown was one key to
1970's construction shift: the easing of
credit to keep that slowdown from turning
into a full-scale recession was another. The
first of these put an end to the non-
residential building boom while the second
took the lid off the housing market.

Relaxation of the Federal Reserve

Board's stranglehold on the money supply,
coupled with a higher rate of saving by

consumers (who were getting increasingly
nervous about the way unemployment was

rising) resulted in a rush of funds available
for mortgages during the spring and sum-
mer months. By mid-year the long decline
in housing starts had turned around and a
vigorous recovery was on the waY.

Result: 1970's flow of new construc-
tion work was approximately as strong at
the end of the year as it was at the start,
though the mix was very different. This

trade-off sets up two key questions for the
1971 Construction Outlook: How far will
the housing recovery go under its present

momentum? When can industrial and com-
mercial building be expected to advance
agai n ?

Part of the answer to these questions

lies in the kind of economic environment
that will set the boundaries of next year's
construction markets.

Econom i c envi ronm enl 197O 11971

Uppermost in the analysis of where we are

and which way we are going is the fact that
the business slowdown of 1969-70 didn't
just happen all by itself. It was deliberately
engineered with the object of breaking in-

flation's grip. And the means by which it
was created-severely restrictive monetary
and fiscal policy-were eased greatly dur-
ing the first half ol 1970. These measures,

which proved capable of turning the econ-
omy off, are now working to turn it on
again.

It has taken half a year of monetary ex-
pansion and deficit budgeting to spark the
gain that looks certain for 1970's third
quarter-the first such gain since mid-1969.
But the rate of improvement in the econ-
omy will be meager for a time. The payoff
doesn't come until 1971.

One important new source of demand
to offset this expected weakness in business

investment is the steady recovery of hous-
ing. The heavy flow of savings in 1970's
first half supplied the only ingredient that
had been missing in this depressed sector,
and the upturn in housing starts that fol-
lowed will gather momentum in 1971.

So, in the early stages of recovery,
the expansionary forces of government (the

decision to ease up on anti-inflationary re-
straint) and consumers (whose normal day-
to-day spending for goods and services are
being reinforced by a big increase in hous-
ing investment) are more than balancing off
the 'temporary sag in business capital
spending. That's been enough to get things
moving. And though expansion is building
slowly at first, it is providing the base for
better growth in 1971.

Next year's economic environment will
be an extension and development of the
recovery that is now still in its formative
stage. Expanding on 1970's second-half be-
ginnings, 1971 output (CNP) is estimated to
grow by 31/z per cent in real terms. That's
not quite up to full potential (which is
closer to 41/z per cent) but it contrasts
favorably with 1970's gain of less than one
per cent, or even '1969's 2.8 per cent in-
crease over 1968.

Economic conditions that directly affect
construction shape up this way for 1971:

' Federal government spending Very
tightly budgeted, at least through mid-year,
in order to keeo deficit at minimum. Could
ease a bit once fiscaltT2 budget takes over
next July 1.! Monetary policy-Object is to support
4-41/z per cent trowth without rekindling
inflation. Once recovery is firmly estab-
lished, money will be held to slower in-
crease than at present. Long-term interest
rates should drift downward through mid-
year in 1971.
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r State & local government spending -Will expand a bit faster in 1971 as states
and municipalities find the bond market
more receptive to their need for funds.
! Consumers-Mortgage availability cap-
able of supporting 20 per cent more con-
ventional housing starts.

' Capital spending-Gradualness of recov-
ery here means that excess capacity won't
be absorbed quickly. Total outlays for next
year: about equal to1970's $at billion.

National construction outlook
Business facilities, 1971

Once the decision was made to put the
monetary brakes on the economy, it was

only a matter of time (and resolve) before
the slowdown became a reality. The proc-
ess took longer than expected, but it was
inevitable that the Fed's policy would win
out at some point. That point was reached
early in 1970. lt came in the form of a

liquidity crisis and a severe stock market
break. The business sector reacted with a

sharp cutback in contracting for new com-
mercial and industrial buildings; the Fed

reacted by abandoning its policy of severe
restraint, shifting to moderate ease.

By mid-summer, the crisis had passed.

The shift of Federal Reserve policy and the
expectation of improving business condi-
tions in the near future were enough to re-
verse the spring decline, and in the third
quarter contracts for business facilities re-
bounded halfway back to their earlier peak.

But businessmen were eying the future
more cautiously than before.

All the available indicators-early in-
vestment plans, capital appropriations, pro-
fit prospects-point to a fairly brief period
of reduced spending, and a total for the
year 1971 of approximately the same dollar
amount as in 1970. But though next year's
capital spending may not yet be much dif-
ferent in total, the mix of building types
will change, reflecting the special needs of
the business sector in 1971's different eco-
nomic environment.
Manufacturing buildings: With the excep-
tion of a very few industries, the manufac-
turing sector was carrying enough excess
capacity at mid-197O to fulfill any reason-
able estimate of production through 1971.
And while this overhang of capacity will
limit the urge to start building new plants
as soon as profits perk up, companies that
plan to be in business beyond next year
will find themselves at a distinct cost dis-
advantage unless they keep providing more
efficient capacity.

By the time 1971 is a few months old,
firms will have to be breaking ground for
any new manufacturing plants they expect
to have in operation during 1972. This
means that the biggest impact of the busi-
ness slowdown on industrial construction
contracting is likely to be felt in 1970
(though its depressing effect on spending
will stretch into 1971), and an upturn in
contracting is possible in the spring of
1971-one year after the decline.
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With the expectation that contracting
for manufacturing plants will fluctuate
around the current (3rd quarter '70) rate
through spring, and then advance, next
year's contract value is estimated at about
5 per cent less than 1970's $+.0 billion.
Commercial buildings: The office building
boom reached its peak toward the end of
1969, and by late 1970 the cycle was firmly
in a downward phase. The current year's
total of newly contracted offices is still
holding well above its long-term trend, but
will nevertheless be short of 1969's record
by nearly 10 per cent.

When all of the extraordinary volume
of office construction that has been started
since the beginning of 1968 is finally
brought to completion, some 500 million
square feet of space will have been made
available for use. (ln terms of the two big-
gest office building projects ever to come
along, 500 million square feet is the equiv-
alent of 70 World Trade Centers, or '115

Sears Towers!) Significantly, a large part of
this building boom was concentrated in
New York, Chicago, and Boston, where the
need has been critical for years. But once
the pressure is relieved in these areas, there
will be few major cities left with vacancy
rates of less than 4-5 per cent. At that level,
the demand for additional office space isn't
strong enough to reverse the current down-
ward trend, and 1971's total is headed for
a further 10 per cent decline.

Another area of commercial building

-stores 
and warehouses-will take up the

slack. Store construction hasn't made a

worthwhile gain in over two years. lf, as is

likely, this lack of growth has been linked
to the sluggish housing market, then 1971
should bring a solid gain (as much as '15

per cent) in contract value of stores and
warehouses as residential building expands
next year.

Housing
Longest depressed of all the construction
markets, housing is now the one that is

ripest for expansion. The latest decline and
fall of the housing market dates from early
1969 when a steady, quarter-by-quarter
erosion began that resuJted in a 20 per cent
shrinkage in the rate of starts over the year
and a half that followed.

Despite the similarity to the 1966 cred-
it crunch, this time support by the Federal
National Mortgage Association and Federal
Home Loan Bank Board managed to limit
the housing decline until a renewed flow of
savings reversed the trend. ln the six
months following the relaxation of mone-
tary restraint early this year, funds poured
back into savings accounts. Savings and
Loan Associations and Mutual Savings
Banks averaged more than a billion dollars
a month net increase in deposits during
that period-twice the rate of the preced-
ing year, and /rive times the volume during
the prior six months.

As might be expected, the recovery of
the housing market began with single-
family building, where newly available

money can be put to work fastest. By
1970's second quarter, one-family building
had already gained 7 per cent over the low
first-quarter rate, while apartment building
continued to decline. The over-all result
was a standoff for a while, but by the third
quarter both segments of the housing mar-
ket were responding to the change in cred-
it availability-and a strong recovery was
underway.

That upswing will carry into 1971 . . .

and beyond . . unless the credit market
says no again. Some indication of the cur-
rent pressure of housing demand is given
by the decline in vacant units over the past
several years. By the early part of 1970,
vacancies (including mobile homes) were
down to 5.0 per cent for rental units and
1.0 per cent for owner-occupied housing.

Most of the decline in the supply of
housing available for occupancy has been
fairly recent. Between 1960 and 1966
(which was a period of relatively low fam-
ily formation) the rental vacancy rate held
stable at7-8 per cent. Since 1966, the com-
bination of a rising marriage rate and sup-
pressed building has reduced vacancies to
the lowest rate in the decade that such
statistics have been reported.

More insidious is what happens to the
quality of housing under circumstances like
these. As the vacancy rate declines, so does
the rate of demolition and replacement of
old and substandard dwellings. Instead of
making progress toward the goals of the
Housing Act of 1968 (which involve in-
creasing the quality as well as the quan-
tity of housing) the events of the past
several years - wat, inflation, credit re-
straint-have only increased scarcity and
deterioration.

For the short run, at least, conditions
are right for a strong housing recovery.
Under the pressure of a large backlog of
demand, gains should come rapidly at first
as housing enjoys the clearest field in the
long-term credit market that it has had for
a long time. On the strength of the change
in credit conditions alone, housing starts-
already on the upswing-should be aver-
aging close to 1.7 million units by the mid-
dle of next year. After that, the competi-
tion of increased corporate demand for
long-term funds will inhibit housing's
further growth, and continued expansion
will depend on Federal support through
HUD. But even if housing growth comes
only in small increments after mid-1971,
the year's total shapes up like 1,675,000.
That's nearly 20 per cent above current
volume, and more than any year since 1950.

Because single-family housing was
more limited by 1969-197O credit restraint
than apartments were, it has a good poten-
tial for expansion in 1971, even though
demographic trends continue to favor
multi-family building. For the year ahead,
one- and two-family units are forecast to
increase from 197O's 810,000 total to
925,0O0; apartment units are estimated up
from this year's 615,000 to 750,000.

This broad recovery in conventionally



built housing (which includes various de-

grees of modular construction) will take

away some of the advantage that scarcity

of shetter has given to the mobile home

industry in recent years. No gain, and pos-

sibly a small decline, in mobile home out-
put is expected in 1971.

lnstitutional buildings
During the early hatf of 1970, many plans

for schools, hospitals, and religious build-
ings had to be put aside until a more fa-

vorable financial climate returned. In the

special case of public schools-largest of
the categories-this sensitivity to money

market conditions was heightened by the

existence of local borrowing ceilings.

When state and municipal bond rates

climbed above 7 per cent last spring, con-

tracting for school construction dropped
off sharply. Later in the summer easier

money conditions encouraged a modest re-

covery, but for 1970 as a whole educational
construction is headed for its first decline in

more than a decade.
Hospital construction also backed off

during the spring money crisis. Showing
a faster response to easing credit condi-
tions (due perhaps to a greater urgency of
demand for health facilities), this cate-

gory recovered most of its early 1970 loss

during the late months to show a gain for
the year.

lf, as it appears, some of 1970's insti-
tutional building has been deferred until
better borrowing terms are available, 1971

could bring stronger-than-average gains in
educational, health, and religious building
provided that long-term interest rates con-
tinue to decline. And that's the direction
the money market will be taking through
most of 1971.

lf the financial framework indicates

that the institutional building market will
be at less of a disadvantage in 1971 than

it has been in 1970, the political environ-
ment is hardly encouraging. ln August,

Congress had to override the President's
veto of next year's $4.4 billion Office of
Education bill, in order to preserve half a

billion that would have been cut in the
interest of budget balance; a month earlier
he was overridden on a hospital construc-
tion measure.

This combination of an improvement
in the capital market and the reluctant
support of Federal aid programs leads to a

forecast of moderately higher institutional
contracting in 1971. Educational building
will reverse1970's decline and show a gain

of 4 per cent as some postponed work is

made up next year. Hospital contracting,
which came through 1970's money squeeze
better than schools, will be slated for a

bigger gain (about 10 per cent) in 1971.

Public facilities
When the Federal Highway Trust Fund is

used for its intended purpose of building
highways, highway contracting is quite
predictable. When, instead, it is used as an

instrument of economic policy, contracting

becomes highly erratic. Now, after some

violent ups and downs in the past few
years, Federally sponsored highway con-

tracting seems to be settling into a period

of predictability once more.
ln 1968, and again in 1969, Presidents

Johnson and Nixon were convinced that by

holding back substantial amounts of high-

way money they would help reduce infla-

tionary pressures in the economy. But since

this trust fund money can be used only
for highway construction, what was held

out had to be released eventually. lt meant

that each period of restraint (4th quarter

N ational esti mates/l 971

Construction contract value

(millions of dollars)

nonresidential
buildings

Commercial
Manufacturing
Educational
Hospital/health
Public
Religious
Recreational
Miscellaneous

1970
pre- 1971 change

liminary* forecast Per cent

$ 9,375 $ 9,32S - 1%

4,000 3,800 - 5

5,250 5,450 + 4

3,000 3,300 +10
950 -l,1oo + 16

600 6s0 + B

1,100 1,150 + 5

975 1,050 + 8

TOTAL $25,250 $25,825 + 2%

residential
buildings

One- and two-
family homes $15,300

Apartments 8,100

NonhousekeePing 1,400

TOTAL $24,800 $30,050 +21%

1968 and 4th quarter 1969) was followed

by a burst of higher-than-normal contract-

ing as the delayed work went ahead along

with normal expansion of the highway
pro8ram.

Whether this experiment in anti-infla-
tionary fiscal policy achieved anything

worthwhile is doubtful. Whatever advan-

tage was gained by the temporary reduc-

tion of demand as highway funds were

withheld was soon lost during the make-up

periods that followed. ln fact, by bidding up

the price of already scarce highway con-

struction labor during those spurts of ac-

celerated contracting, the net effect of the

whole exercise may have turned out to be

inflationary.
The DePartment of TransPortation

now seems content to let the Highway
Trust Fund 8o its own way for the time

being while it explores some other poten-

tials. One is to get its newly created Airport
Trust Fund into operation. Another is to
expedite passage of the even newer Mass

Transit bill.
Big as these programs will be (airports

are slated for some $16 billion and mass

transit will receive about $10 billion over
the next 10-12 years via funds administered
by DOT), neither cause will see much more
than planning money in 1971-millions
rather than billions, and none of it for con-
struction. Meanwhile, highway contracting
will increase to about $7.7 billion next
year, normal growth for this self-generating
construction market.

As the race between the spread of pol-
lution throughout the country and the con-
struction of water supply, sewer, and waste

treatment facilities rounded another lap

tn 1970, it was hard to say which gained

more. Through the third quarter, construc-
tion contract value was up some 30 per

cent, heading for an annual total close to
$3 billion. Sewer/water construction value
only passed the $2 billion mark as recently
as 1967, and the acceleration of its growth
in the past few years is an indication of
growing concern about the environment.

Regiona! construction outlook
1970 roundup
As 1970 began, non-residential building
was construction's dynamic force. When
the year ended, housing had taken over
that role. This change had a different impact
from one region to another.

As business-related construction con-
tracting waned in 1970's sagging economy,
and excess capacity began to mount, the
heavily industrialized Midwest bore the
brunt of reduced manufacturing building.
The West also was unable to sustain its

former level of industrial building, as its
aerospace firms absorbed a major share

of the military/space spending reduction
this past year.

With the office building boom of the
last couple of years past its peak, it was

the Northeast that felt this decline most,
just as it enjoyed most of the gains in
1968 and 1969. (During those years, this
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$18,250 +19%
10,350 +28
1,450 + 4

TOTAL
BUILDINGS $50,050 $55,875 +12%

nonbuilding
construction
Streets, highways

& bridges $ 7,400 $ 7,725

utilities 4,300 3,900

Sewer/water supply 2,900 3,300

Other nonbuilding 3,600 3,550

TOTAL $18,200 $18,475

Total
Construction $58,250 $74,350 + 9%

Dodge lndex 192 209
(1957-59=100)

Physical volume of floor area
(millions of square feet)

nonresidential
buildings

Commercial
Manufactu ring
Educational
Hospital/health
Public
Religious
Recreational
Miscellaneous

TOTAT 1,230 + 2%

+4%
-9
+14
-1

s47 s4B -%230 239 + 4

198 198

83 88 +6
29 31 +7
28 29 +4
48 50 +4
44 47 +7

1,207

residential
buildings

One- and two-
family homes

Apartments
Nonhousekeeping

1,133 1,313
578 713
66 66

+16%
+23

TOTAL 1,777 2,092 +18%

TOTAL
BUILDINCS 2,984 3,322 +11%

four months estimated



region accounted for close to half the na-
tional total of office building contracts.)
The other important center of office con-
struction, the Midwest, was still going
strong in 1970 with two major Chicago
starts: Sears and Standard Oil.

The homebuilding market's response
to easing credit benefited the South and
the West most du ring 1970. Despite the
fact that the greatest need for housing was
in the Northeast (as indicated by the ex-
tremely low vacancy rate there) that region,
along with the Midwest, was slower in re-
sponding to the availability of mortgage
money.

It was one-family building, which is

always quickest to adapt to change, that
led the mid-1970 residential recovery. The
delay in the Northeast and Midwest was
partly because high-rise apartments, which
take longest of all to reflect a turnaround
situation such as the past year's, make up
a bigger share of housing demand there.

Just as the play of 197O's economic
events fell with varying impact regionally,
so the consequences of the 197-l economic
environment are expected to bring further
changes.

Northeast
The extreme scarcity of office space that
has existed in the Northeast's major cities
for several years is finally easing. The office
building boom it precipitated began to
deliver a heavy volume of new office space
to the inventory during 1970, at about
the same time that the general economic
slowdown was lessening the pressures of
demand. Vacancy rates will ease still
further through 1971, as more of the mas-
sive volume of office space contracted
in this region during 1969 and 1970 be-
comes ready for tenants.

Residential building has been serious-
ly neglected in the Northeast over the past
few years. The combination of tight money
and high costs of construction, which had
effectively frozen many Northeastern cities
out of Federal-aid housing programs, has
sent vacancy rates to critically low levels.
This is particularly true of rental housing,
as multi-family construction has fallen far
behind the rampant progress of urban
decay. With easier money in prospect for
1971, the stage is set for a strong gain-
perhaps the strongest of any region-in
Northeastern housing.

The Northeast has recently been re-
sponding better to needs for institutional
and public facilities, and 1971 should see
further progress in these categories. Con-
tracting for sewer and water facilities,
which was especially strong this year, will
continue at high levels in 1971. Schools
and health facilities construction is also
expected to be a positive factor in the
Northeastern construction picture during
all of next year.

Midwest
Manufacturing building, the Midwest's
weak spot for most of 1970, is likely to

become a source of strength in the year
ahead. The typical sensitivity of this re-
gion's heavy industry to changes in busi-
ness conditions led to a severe decline in
contracting for manufacturing plants during
the slowdown. As the pace of business
quickens during 1971, the expected spring
pickup in industrial construction contract-
ing should also begin in this region.

Commercial construction in the Mid-
west will reflect the general trends of ex-
panding store building and lower office
construction in 1971. Since this region
normally accounts for a larger-than-average
share of the national total of store con-
struction, this shift in commercial building
ought to give Midwestern building a boost

Housing will be expanding next year
in all four regions, but the gain in the Mid-
west wilJ be a bit less than the national
average.

South
Commercial building in the South got a lift
during 1970 with the start of several large
office buildings. ln 1971 the region's office
building will mirror the generally weaker
performance expected for the nation as a

whole next year. Store and warehouse
building should remain strong.

The petro-chemical and pulp and
paper industries, heavily concentrated in
the South, are both planning reduced levels
of capital expenditures next year. Utilities
may take up some of the slack, but the re-
gion's total business-related category ap-
pears headed for a decline in 1971.

The South has increased its share of
new apartment building in every year of
the past five, and 1970 will make it six.
Rental vacancy rates in the region, now
the highest in the country (near 7 per
cent), suggest that there is a distinct limit
to the South's apartment growth. But
single-family housing in the region should
about match the national rate of growth
next year.

Southern institutional and public facil-
ities construction has lagged behind the
national pace during 1970. Better-than-
average gains can be expected next year,
particularly in the areas of health facilities,
street and highway, and sewer and water
contracting.

West
The promises -1970 held out for Western
commercial building have gone largely un-
fulfilled, as the cutbacks in defense and
aerospace industries permeated other sec-
tors of its economy. Gains in other indus-
tries will help to limit a decline in the
region's industrial building next yeatt
though, owing to the continuing diversifi-
cation of Western industry.

Even toward the end of 1970, the re-
gion outdid the national residential build-
ing average without giving signs of serious
surplus. lndications are that there,s room
for a good gain in Western housing next
year.

lnstitutional building (schools and

health treatment facilities) should also do
better than the national average next
year, as the pressure of tight money is
relieved. The area's share of school build-
ing has declined steadily over the past
five years. But it is now somewhat below
the West's proportion of school-age chil-
dren. This situation isn't likely to pre-
vail for any extended period of time in
this area, where dynamic population shifts
require a classroom inventory somewhat
higher than the national average.

Summary
There's a way to make a rough check on
the broad dimensions of -1971's construc-
tion outlook. That's by comparing it with
two similar periods in the past.

ln the early phase of the 1957-58 re-
cession, contracting for new construction
made one of its smallest gains in the past
two decades. The year 1952 brought only
a 2 per cent increase, instead of the aver-
age 5-6 per cent. But then, in 1958, as
recession deepened and finally reversed it-
self, construction contracts surged ahead
with a 9 per cent gain.

ln the early stage of the 1960-61 re-
cession, construction was again held to a

small 2 per cent increase. This was fol-
lowed by an -11 per cent burst in the year
that followed.

ln both cases the pattern was remark-
ably similar. The initial weakness was the
result of declining industrial and commer-
cial building; the subsequent advance
came in housing. And by the time contract-
ing for business facilities recovered, the
combined expansion of both nonresiden-
tial and residential building produced a
period of well-above-average growth for
the construction industry.

Of course, circumstances in 1970-71
aren't exactly the same. For one thing,
we haven't got the same kind of recession
as in the earlier two periods. tt's not
even being called a recession. But it is
producing many similar responses in con-
struction contracting.

Right now we're in the sticky part.
Contracts for industrial and commercial
building fell sharply last spring. And hous-
ing, which has been depressed for more
than a year, is only at the beginning of its
recovery. For the time being, that leaves
something of a gap in the flow of new con-
struction work. lt means that 1g7O fits
the first half of the pattern by winding
up only about one per cent above the 1969
total (as in 1957 and 1960).

Two more things have to happen for
the whole sequence to work out. Housing
must make not only a strong but a sus-
tained recovery-something that lasts all
through 1971, and even beyond. Besides
that, business construction must eventually
reinforce next year's housing expansion.
Both these conditions easily fit the franie-
work of the 1971 Dodge Construction
Outlook. They add up to a strong advance
of nearly 10 per cent in total construction
during 1971.
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WITH LESS LIGHT
SEE BETTER than you do with typical troffer lighting WITH LESS LIGHT

in the zones that produce glare and veiling reflections.

Our new HVP ( High Visual Performance ) Iuminaire enables you to see

betterbecause most of its light ouput is within the 30"-60o zone, and only a relatively

small portion is directed more horizontally ( into the glar e zone) or more vertically
( into the veiling reflection zone ).

HVP is a low-brightness luminaire that is very comfortable to live r,vith.

For instance, in a 60'x 60'olfice lighted to 100 footcandles it yields a Visual Comfort
probability of 95. This means that 95% of the people seated in the least favorable

position 
-atthc 

rear rvall directly under a row of lights-will still find the lighting

comfortable. Visual comfort reduces fatigue and assures a more cfficient working
environment.

Another important benefit from HVP is the reduction of veiling reflections,

those reflections of the light source in the task rvhich decrease the contrast between

detail and background and make seeing more difficult. If you're having trouble with
reading this page it may be becausc reflections of the light source are bouncing up

into your eyes, masking the words yoLt are trying to see. You can, of course, get rid
of the problem by tilting the page or moving your head, but this can be inconvenient

and awkward, especially if you are working at a desk in an office or classroom.

Wouldn't it be better if the lighting system itself provided the solution by

reducing that part of the light that is reflected back into your eyes and increasing

the part that helps you see the print? That's what HVP does.

Since HVP provides better visibility, it will, in a number of situations, permit

the use of fer.ver fixtures, with related savings in installation cost, branch circuiting
and air conditioning. In almost every case this new low brightness system will create

a less distracting, quieter, more agreeable ambience.
HVP utilizes two 40-watt fluorescent lamps. It is 12" wide, precisely

modular, and is designed to supply or to return air.
Another Lightolier contribution to the architecturally integrated luminous

environment.
Write Lightol ier,346 Claremont Avenue, Jersey City, N.J. 07305.

( .S. and Forcigrr Patcnts Purrding

l-lGl.lT0l-l El?"
Lrghting to see by, Ltghttng to look at.

NEW YORK . CHICAGO . DALLAS. SAN FRANCISCO' LOS ANGELES ' MONTREAL



BUILDINC COSTS

INDEXES AND INDICATORS
William H. Edgerton

Dodge Building Cost Serylces
McCraw-Hill lnformation Systems Company

SHARPER FOCUS ON COST INDEXES
The national average construction cost in-
crease of 8.1 per cent for the year ending
September 30, '1970, calls for sharper focus
on index components. Accordingly, two
columns have been added to the table at
right separating out masonry and steel con-
struction from the over-all more general
non-residential index. The 8.1 per cent rise
reflects increases of 5 per cent for materials
and 12.9 per cent for labor.

Building cost indexes
The information presented in the tables in-
dicates trends of building construction
costs in 33 leading cities and their subur-
ban areas (within a 25-mile radius). The
table to the right presents correct cost
indexes for non-residential construction,
residential construction, masonry construc-
tion and steel construction. The latter
two indexes are new to the RECORD. Dif-
ferences in costs between two cities can
be compared by dividing the cost differen-
tial figure of one city by that of a second
city.

The table below presents historical
building cost indexes for non-residential
construction; future costs can be projected
after examining past trends.

All the indexes are based on wage
rates for nine skilled trades, together with
common labor, and prices of five basic
building materials are included in the
index for each listed city.

HISTORICAT BUITDING

Metropolitan
area

NOVEMBER 1970

Metropolitan

area

Cost

differential

1941 average for each city = 100.00

Current Indexes

non-res. residential masonry steel

% change
year a8o res.

& non-res.

U.S. Average

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas

Denver
Detroit
Houston
lndianapolis
Kansas City, Mo.

Los Angeles
Louisville, Ky.
Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee

Minneapolis
Newark
New Orleans
New York
Ph iladelph ia

Phoen ix
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
San Antonio

San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington, D.C.

/.o

7.9
7.2
8.7
9.2

B.B
9.0
9.8
9.0
7.7

8.4
9.5
8.1
B.B
8.2

8.1
8.1

8.6
9.2

8.5 337.6 316.9

402.3
332.8
290.9
313.8
357.2

371.6
331.5
361.8
345.1
319.1

349.5
362.7
306.5
293.1
301.1

337.2
310.6
305.2
339.9
368.8

342.8
319.3
304.3
347.4
333.1

174.9
310.5
328.6
129.2

128.5
433.7
313.2
292.9

i ndexes.

8.9 364.4
9.0 340.1
7.9 322.s
10.0 373.7
8.5 349.6

426.8
354.1
312. B

332.2
380.4

390.9
352.4
384.6
367.s
329.6

371.5
380.7
326.4
312.2
318.7

369.0
330.8
325.1
356. B

392.8

186.3
330.1
348.2
137.6

136.9
474.6
350.0
312.0

local costs, not

331.3

416.1
344.9
305.7
329.1
374.1

378.6
346.8
377.1
358.3
321.7

368.9
379.8
319.4
306.4
311.5

357.6
324.1
317.8
350.5
388.9

358.7
334.7
317.7
361.4
343.2

180.2
325.6
345.1
134.8

134.2
468.0
348.0
305.0

323.5

410.1
338.4
300.0
320.1
363.6

373.2
338.5
369.2
351.9
316.1

356.5
367.0
313.2
299.8
305.8

352.0
317.8
311.2
342.4
376.1

349.2
326.4
310.7
354.0
335.0

177.7
317.3
333.7
131.2

131.1
454.8
333.7
298.9

+ 7.33

+1O.23
+ B.2s
+ 2.19
+11.s8
+10.17

+ 8.69
+ 7.1s

+ 6.28
+ 8.7'l
+ 6.2s

+ B.B3

+ 7.0s
+ 6.84
+ 3.39
+ 6.87

+ s.34
+ 7.17
+ 6.13
+ 7.44
+ 6.20

+ 9.29
+ 9.80
+ 7.36
+ 6.42
+ 8.14

+ s.82
+ s.40
+ 6.2s
+ 9.09

+ 7.83
+ s.84
+ 7.7s
+ 8.20

8.2
9.1
9.2
8.0

8.2
9.0
9.0
7.7

Cost di fferentials compare current

COST INDEXES_AVERAGE OF AtT BUTLDING TYPES, 21

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

crTrEs

1959 (Quarterty)
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

1941 average for each city = 100.00

1970 (Quarterly)
1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit

Kansas City
Los Angeles
Miami
Minneapolis
New Orleans

New York
Philadelphia
Pittsbu rgh
St. Louis
San Francisco
Seattle

298.2 305.7
271.8 275.5
250.0 256.3
239.8 244.'l
292.0 301.0

258.8 263.9
268.5 275.8
246.9 253.0
274.9 282.5
265.9 272.2

240.1 247.8
276.3 282.5
260.3 269.3
269.0 275.3
245.1 248.3

276.0 282.3
265.2 271.2
251.8 258.2
2s5.4 263.4
14J.3 352.4
252.5 260.6

313.7 321.s
280.6 285.7
260.9 265.6
252.1 257.8
306.6 311.7

269.5 274.0
283.0 292.3
256.4 260.8
287.3 294.0
277.7 284.7

250.5 2s6.4
288.2 297.1
274.1 277.5
282.1 285.0
249.9 255.3

289.4 297 _1

275.2 280.8
263.8 267.0
272.1 280.9
365.4 368.6
266.6 268.9

329.8 335.7
290.9 295.8
270.7 274.7
262.0 265.7
320.4 328.4

278.3 288.2
300.7 303.7
266.9 270.4
297.5 305.1
296.9 301.2

261.0 264.3
302.7 310.1
284.0 286.1
289.4 300.2
259.8 267.6

304.0 313.6
286.6 293.7
271.7 275.0
288.3 293.2
386.0 390.8
275.0 283.5

364.2 365.9
311.4 3'13.0
288.4 289.9
278.2 279.6
340.4 342.1

309.8 311.5
334.9 336.7
287.2 288.7
317.9 318.5
326.8 328.5

281.0 282.3
323.7 325.4
309.6 311.2
310.6 312.2
285.5 287.1

324.9 326.6
304.6 306.2
297.0 298.6
306.8 308.3
415.6 417.5
296.1 297.s

382.8 384.0
321.8 322.8
302.4 303.4
294.0 295.0
354.9 356.1

324.8 325.8
357.1 358.3
307.6 308.5
337.9 339.0
351.8 352.9

294.5 295.5
343.0 344.1
328.3 329.3
330.1 331.2
?96.6 297.s

343.4 344.5
320.0 321.0
310.0 311.0
323.7 324.7
439.9 441.1
316.8 317.8

399.9 405.2 402.9
323.7 330.3 326.3
303.5 308.5 305.9
300.5 30s.6 303.1
362.2 368.6 365.1

332.8 338.4 335.4
359.7 365.1 362.7
310.4 314.4 313.0
343.4 348.4 346.2
355.2 360.s 356.3

301.8 306.8 304.5
346.4 355.3 349.3
338.2 343.5 341.1
341.6 346.6
305.4 310.5 307.9

351.1 360.5 353.2
328.9 337.7 331.7
315.9 321.6 319.5
335.2 340.8 338.0
455.4 456.9 450.1
325.4 335.1 328.1

353.1
308.7
2U.3
277.1
339.5

302.6
331.s
281.7
312.5
316.4

278.0
320.1
305.3
309.4
274.2

321.4
301.7
293.8
3U.4
402.9
292.2

Costs in a given city for a certain
period by dividing one inder into
(200.0) divided by the index for a

period mav be c<trnpared with costs in another
the other; if the index for a city for one period
second period (150.0) equals 133%, the costs in

the one period are 33% higher
costs are 75% of those in the
lowcr in the second period.

than the costs in the other. Also, second period
first period (150.0+200.0-75%) or they are 2|o/o
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PALJL RLJDOLPH:
WORK IN PROCRESS
The spectacularly beautiful drawings on these pages differ in subtle ways from Rudolph's

earlier delineations because, unlike his previous work, almost all of which has been done
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as a means of convincing a client of the merits of a design, these renderings

were created expressly for an exhibition currently on view at the Museum

of Modern Art, and were thus conceived as a means of communicating

architectural values to a broad and varied museum audience. The exhibit

consists of twenty-five current projects by three architects-Philip

Johnson, Kevin Roche and Rudolph-whom Arthur Drexler, director
of the Museum's Department of Architecture and Design, considers

to be making major contributions to the American scene

(see News page 37). Rudolph is the only one of the three

to rely upon drawings as the principal means to display

his work. Johnson and Roche use exquisite models,

magically illuminated from within and without, to

produce in advance the poetic ambiance which each

of their buildings may briefly have, at an ideal

moment in time, if bathed in Olympian light.

Rudolph's drawings stand up very well against this

competition, but his models, mainly in cardboard,

suggest the world of the design studio,

of work in progress and may fascinate

more than they impress. Rudolph is

represented in the show by six projects,

three of which have appeared in

ARCH ITECTURAL RECORD. The remaining

three-a library, a combined corporate

headquarters and research faci I ity

and a housing development
are here published for the

first time. 
-Mildred 

F. Schmertz
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Central Library, Niagara Falls, Nerv York
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It has been said before that
Rudolph's superb drawings so

enchant the eye that one is

diverted from the designs
themselves i nto contemplation
of the wonders of his

draftsmanshi p. To cou nteract
this tendency, it may be useful
to set forth those attributes
of his work which form its

essential design content and

which Rudolph himself considers
most characteristic.

For him the site is a key
consideration. His design is a

response to the site and its
environment. Where a strong
envi ronmental ambiance exists,
he reinforces it. Where it does
not, he creates it.

His concern with the

environmental aspects of design
leads him to freshly restate
the design problem each time,
and causes him to utilize a

great variety of forms, scales

and materials. His buildings
are designed to be read from
varying distances and from the
air. Buildings are often
dramatically articulated from story

to story. Clearly expressed
and essentially simple structural
systems are juxtaposed to specific
elements such as stairs, elevators

and mechanical and toilet shafts

which have been elaborated as

forms. ln general, fixed elements
are juxtaposed to more flexible
generalized uses. The
fixed elements often play a

dual role acting as "hinges"
and "joints" as his buildings
sinuously move to follow a

street pattern, turn a corner
or form aplaza. Frequently
these elements are used to lead

the eye around the building.
Such elements are essential
means by which Rudolph
manipulates scale. They take
many shapes, thus a small
conference room might be

circular, elliptical, square,
a rectangle or a triangle. Often
the choice of shape becomes a

N( I
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CENTRAL LIBRARY, NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The lively exterior silhouette
is created by clerestories
which are angled in several di-
rections to catch the natural
light. Once inside the visitor is

r.lrawn lo this higher and more
brightly lit space. The book
stacks are placed at angles to
tl're mait.t .txis of the room,
thereby exposing more books
to the visilor. There will ber

ferv colunrns in this space and
no iixecl walls, so that furni-
tu rc, bookstacks and other
erluipment will form the di-
visions <;f space. Terraces ad-
join the building on its two
long sirlcs ancl arc directlY ac-

cessible from the main read-
ing room.

Thc childrcn's library will
bc nruch more intimate, filled
rvith small scalecl spaces ap-
propriate to children. A teach-
ing and story hour roonr is in-
cluclecl as a separate sPace.

Access fronr the children's
portion of lhe library to the
main rcacl inB room has been
clearly arlicLr lated, as an in-

vitation to growing children to
investigate the adult space and
its books. The children's li-
brary includes a fi replace, sep-
arate areas for various chil-
dren's activities and a flexible
arrangement of interior sPace.

The principal floor also con-
tains shipping, loading, book-
mobile, r,r,orkroom and garage

facilitles.
The seconcl and th ircl

floors will have meeting
rooms, offices, an auditorium
seating 250 people, technical
processing areas and closed
stacks with carrels. This floor
overlooks the main reading
room space so that the sense

of continuity of the librarY in-
terior as a whole is maintained
and the second floor also re-

ceives the shafts of light.
The building will have a

regular structural system with
few partitions which cannot
be relocated thus assu ring
maximum flexibility. Precast

concrete will be used inside
and out.
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highly personal one and leads
to qualities which Rudolph
realizes are easily
misi nterpreted as arbl trary.

Rudolph believes that for
very large buildings it is not
enough to simply articulate the
structure in order to organize
such buildings visually. ln
addition to elaborating the
fixed elements, he emphasizes
the circulation systems, visually
relati ng vertical ci rcu lation
to horizontal paths of movement
such as vehicuJar traffic ways,
subways and sidewalks. His
architecture is topographical
when the quality of the
landscape j ustifies this approach.

Rudolph designs buildings
which simultaneously defer to
the past, yet accommodate the
future. He creates definable
exterior spaces which relate
to existing buildings which are
to remain, but he indicates the
future by open-ended concepts,
infinitely expansible in every
direction. His buildings always
embody broader design concerns
than those represented by the
building itself. They are
conceived as interventions in
behalf of tomorrow-the walls,
gates, landmark towers and
bridges of a higher urban order
to come.

Rudolph's interiors are
characterized by the flow of
space-horizon tal ly, verti ca I ly
and diagonally. Again his primary
principle is one of juxtaposition

-agitated 
space is opposed to

quiet, contented space, tight
coves of space flow into multi-
storied central space, diagonal
space passes through vertical
space.

The control of natural light
within the interior is a major
concern of Rudolph's. ln most
cases it is indirect, admitted
by almost invisible skylights
and reflected from broad sloping
planes. Rudolph acknowledges
that he has learned much about
light from Frank Lloyd Wright
who he believes "was born with
the knowledge of whar lighr will
do." Le Corbusier was another
mentor and now Rudolph feels
that he can really anticipate
the effects which variously
sized, slanted and orientated
openings will have on natural
interior i llumination.

This large complex in Durham
County, North Carolina,
scheduled for completion in
1971, relates topographically
to the broad ridge upon which
it is being constructed. lt con-
sists of three major blocks,
each of which may be expand-
ed. The main approach is

shown in the perspective. The
steel structural frame and
panel system appear in the
construction photos at the left.

Mitchell Studio
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A final characteristic by
which Rudolph's work may be

readily recognized is his use

of space modules as integral
elements forming the building
complex. Like lapan's Metabolists,
he believes that sooner or later
most buildings in technologically
advanced countries will be built
of large scale, three-dimensional
modules with structure, finishes,
ai r conditioni ng, heati ng,
plumbing and electrical
facilities built in. He points
out that most buildings
constructed in the United States

are basically made up of
relatively small cubes of space
(residential units, motel and

hotel rooms, hospital rooms,
classrooms, etc.) These units
or modules will eventually lend
themselves to large scale, three-
di mensional industrialization
and become the predominant
element in the city scape. Those
projects by Rudolph in which
space modules are clearly
articulated, although not
totally prefabricated, can be

considered prototypes being
developed to hasten the arrival
of this technological advance.

Niagara Falls Central Library
This proposed Iibrary (see pages

89-91) will be located on the
city's main street in a dominant
location which will render it
highly visible as a focal point
for the secondary streets which
converge into the main traffic
artery. lt has been designed as

part of a superblock which will
also contain school facilities, a

playground area, a small park
and parkin gfacilities. No
through roads are planned for
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The building is designed in an

S-shape, which allows one leg
of the ttStt to wrap itself
around the main entry court,
and the other leg to wrap
around a service court. Ad-
ministrative offices and the
building's services-a cafeteria,
an auditorium, a library and
information center-will flank
the entry court; research lab-
oratories, offices and special
services will flank the service
cou rt.

The lobby is three stories
high, with floors on several
levels following the contours
of the hillside. ln addition to
its function as the building re-
ception area, the lobby will

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

also be the focal point of the
building's communications.
Approximately three-fourths
of the building's offices are
grouped around this lobby
which will thus be animated
by constant use.

The building utilizes a

truncated steel A-f rame. The
diagonal supporting members
are linked at the roof by a hor-
izontal system of beams. The
building's mechanical systems,
which are particularly extensive
in the research wing, will be

housed in both vertical and di-
agonal shafts so that all systems
will converge at a common
location on the penthouse as

shown in the section below.
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the superblock, thus insuring
the peace and quiet of the area.

Rudolph wished to design
a building which would in his

words "open its arms to the
citizens of Niagara Falls." He

has located it within the
superblock in such a way that it
is easily accessible to the public
by automobile or by foot. The
main entrance fronts upon a

broad plaza and has splayed
walls to invite the public in. The
dominant characteristics of the
building are the sloping walls,
which were derived from the
necessity of providing the
largest area on the ground floor,
a smaller area on the second
floor and a stillsmaller area on
the third floor. By means of
these sloping walls and a

pitched roof Rudolph has

attempted to achieve a building
almost domestic in quality. The
splayed walls are extended
beyond the infilling walls, most
of which will be glass, in order
to reduce the glare and give a

sense of enclosure to the
interior. These splayed walls
will permit each floor to be

extended, should this become
necessary in the f uture. This
flexibility with regard to the
size of the building is

characteristic of Rudolph's
work.

The two entrances are
placed opposite each other-
one at the apex of the main
street, the other on the plaza

and playground side. Upon
entering the building one has

immediate access to the
directory, the main circulation
desk, general circulation space,

display cases, lockers, stairs,

elevators, copying machines
and toilets. This central space

leads directly to the children's
Iibrary or to the main reading
room with its open stacks. The
principal reading room willbe
lighted from the sides, as well
as through clerestories at the
top of a three-story-high space

in the center of the building.

Corpo rate Headquarters
Rudolph conceives this
bu i ldi ng-the Corporate
Headquarters and Research

Laboratories for Burroughs
Wellcome & Co., lnc.-as a

man-made extension of the

BUFFALO WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT,
Rudolph was among the fi rst
architects to be commissioned
by the newly formed New
York State Urban Development
Corporation-a public author-
ity launched by Covernor
Rockefeller, funded by bond
issues, headed by Edward
Logue and charged with the
responsibility of erecting mas-
sive new housing develop-
ments in the state. Rudolph's

BUFFALO, N.Y.
scheme for UDC has been de-
scribed by Arthur Drexler as

achieving variety "not by the
arrangement of mass produced
units, but rather by the de-
ployment of large truilding
forms in a total configuration
related to the natural land-
scape. The resu It is not 'or-
ganic'in the sense of imitating
natural forms, yet the buildings
lrccome a mountain range."
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ridge upon which it is being
built. Thus, the building steps

back, providing man-made

terraces at the apex of the ridge.
Its placement allows people to
enter it from below, walking up
multi-leveled terraces, up more
stairs and into the lobby.

According to Rudolph:
"From a spatial viewpoint, the
interior is given a new
dimension with its sloping
walls, giving an impression not
unlike a growing tree-angles,
light, shadow, flexibility. The
building will impart a sense of
being a living organism, rather
than a box-like form. The
laboratories will have an

i ndividuality and uniqueness
quite unlike other laboratories
because they will have higher
ceilings lit by skylights at each

end.
"The functions of the

bui ldi ng are celebrated
architectu ral ly. There is contrast
between those things that
cannot be changed (mechanical

shafts, columns, etc.) and the
parts that can be changed-for
example, the laboratories and

other work areas which must be

essentially flexible. Permanent
i nterior structu ral components
are being finished the same as

the bui ldi ng's exterior-i n

rough textured sprayed
aggregate within a plastic

binder. The flexible
components are being finished
in a variety of surfaces-
paneling, painted drywall etc.
ln a sense the building can be

read according to the materials."
This building may be

considered a summation of the
characteristics by wh ich
Rudolph's architecture may be
identified. The site has been a

key consideration and the
bui lding is essentially
topographical, si ngle stories
are clearly articulated to define
scale, specific elements are

elaborated within a clear and

regular structural system, the
plan is infinitely expansible in
each of its three major blocks,
and great attention has been
paid to the flow of interior
space as wellas to the handling
of reflected light. The building,
although it doesn't actually
consist of totally prefabricated
space modules inserted within
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BUFFALO WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

L
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The Buffalo housing scheme
consists of two parts seParated

by a highway as shown in the
site plan (overleaf) . The hous-
ing along the piers cortsists of
high rise construction com-
bined with townhouses.
Shown above and in the plan

at left is the housing beyond
the highway which does not
face the water. lt consists of
walk-ups and town houses.

Throughout the project there
is an excellent scale relation-
ship among the high rise

elements, the walk-uPs and
the townhouses.

\:.



BUFFALO WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

a structural frame, almost looks
as though it does, and thus it
prefigures and helps lay the
groundwork for future
technological development.

Buffalo Waterfront
Development
Designed in 1969 for the New
York State Urban Development
Corporation it began as a

topographical sol ution-
essentially acordi ng to
Rudolph: "an undulating wall
forming a bowl of space

defined by the conjunction of
land, water and cliffs." The
buildings follow the
configuration of the existing
piers which will remain and be
transformed into a marina.

A note about Rudolph's
drawings
For those who wonder how an

architect who is a great
draftsman, but heads a busy
practice can find time to draw
like a master, the answer is that
he draws, like many old masters
painted, with the help of
skilled assistants trained to fill
in the details. For the Museum
of Modern Art Show Rudolph
himself set up all the
perspectives, isometrics and
other drawi ngs, determined
their limits and placement and
established a scale of tonal
values for each. He was assisted
by Ralph Brescia, Paul Carrett,
Robert Hill, Donald Luckenbill,
Mart Mannik and Yugi Noga.

CENTRAL LIBRARY, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Owner: The City of Niagara Falls,
N.Y. Architect Paul Rudolph;
structural engineer: Lev Zetlin &
Assoclates,' mechan ical and electrical
engineers: Sherry Associ ates;
library consultants: Charles M.
Mohrhardt and Ralph A. Ulveling.
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS,
RESEARCH LABORATORIES
AND OTHER RELATED FACILITIES-
BURROUCHS WELLCOME & CO., INC.,
Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina. Owner: Burroughs Wellcome
& Co., /nc. Architect: Paul Rudolph;
structu ral, mechan ical, electrical
& site engineers: Lockwood Creene
Engineers, /nc.; general contractor:
Daniel Construction Co., lnc.
BU FFALO WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT,
Buffalo, N.Y. Owner: N.Y.State
U rban Developm ent Corp. Architect :

P au I Rudol ph; structu ral engineers :

Souza and True; consulting engineers:
Simpson, Cumpertz and Heger;
mechanical and electrical engineers:
Sherry Associates; marina design :

Webber, Di Donato, Renaldo;
general contractor: Siegfried
Construction Co., lnc.
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EXPRESSIONIST

FORMS ON A

BUDGET

Ulrich Franzen's new residence hall at the

University of New Hampshire exhibits his

char.rcteristic modeling of forms, accom-
plished on a restricted budget. The build-
ing cost $23.30 per square foot to build, in-

c.luding site work but excluding furnishings,

ancJ this is a phenomenally low price on

r,r,hich to improve the visual strength and

social functioning of the usual dormitory, as

Fr;rnzen has done here; often such budgets
produce only straight-walled barracks.

The original program called for larger

grouncl floor common spaces than this build-
ing now provides. Franzen took issue with
the size of these programmed spaces, and

convinred the client to redttce them, put-
ting the money thus saved into the rooms

and suites; he provided a communal study/
lounge for every twelve rooms, while re-

clucing the ground floor areas common to

the building as a whole. The study/lounges
were placed in different locations on each

floor; a student feels the change in his floor
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The plan at left shows the first floor,
as designated from the uphill side,
for there is a full story difference
between entrance levels on the
north versus tlre south facades. Each

floor is divided into twelve rooms,
tw,enty-four people to a floor, with
common lavatory and shorver facili-
ties in the core of each of the three
nrajor living sections of the resi-
dence hall. The fixtures and facili-
ties are identical in each section,
usable by either men or women.
The photo above shows the south-
ern face of the two low-rise sec-
tions, with the third tower section
showing in the upper left. The
dorm is faced entirely with red

brick, bearing on ledger angles
where the rooms are overhanging.
This building is part of a larger
group of buildings, all by Franzen,
shown on the site plan, page 101.

One of the other residence halls is

nearing completion.

ENTRANCE
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FRANZEN DORMITORY

;ffi""'o'],.,"",n,,,,,,,r sketch of .r

lw,rl-1)t'rsrtr.r r()()nr, .rncl thi: photos
slror,r' grounci l loor c()nlr()n facili-
tics in thc clornr. Thc fireplace ancl

ils sc.rling arca \\,as I).trt of the con-
lr;rt.t, but rnost oI thc other furr-ri-
Irrrr: rr,.rs ltroviclecl scparately,. The:

w'all gralthics rvere bid rvit[r thc rcst
of the bLrilcling, the slrecs r alling for
so nran\/ scl uar(,feet of paneling anrl
p.rint, irt r-onfrrrr.nancr: rvith a desigrr
to ltc 1;roviclcrl in sholt cl r.rrvings.
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LITTLE ROCK ,4.
The Worthen Bank Building is one of several new towers rising in Little Rock,

Arkansas. ln its scale and in its architectural character, the Worthen Bank would

not be unique in cities of a similar size on the EastorWest coasts, nor in larger

cities anywhere in the country. But it is one of the best new buildings in Arkan-

sas, and as a clean, competent attempt to enhance the quality of the center city,

the bank communicates its good intentions to the people and grows from some

of the best established modern architectural traditions. The high-rise portion and

its broad low base are carefully joined, and unified by repeated forms-the
large, loose pattern of concrete circulation towers at one scale, the strict

repetition of small precast window panels at another scale. The proportion of

the whole composition shows signs of having been studied and carefully worked'

Local artists from throughout Arkansas were hired to provide paintings, sculpture,

and decorative motifs on the interior, and the bank has won a national award

for this fostering of regional culture. The Worthen Bank is a useful example

of good commercial architecture, as Little Rock continues its downtown growth.

WORTHEN BANK, Little Rock, Arkansas. Architect: Erhart Eichenba]m Rauch ancl Blass. Engineer:

E. K. Ric/c/ick,. contractor: Matson-Bellows joint venture; landscape consultant: Wiley Jones, Jr.;
interior design: tsD,lncorporatec/, Louis M. S. Beal, officer in charge; 5th floor interiors: lnformation
Manageme.nt Facilitie-s; 23rd and 24th floor interiors'. Brock Arms'
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WORTHEN BANK

The upper portion of the broad, low base

of the Worthen Bank has been surfaced
with precast window panels and allowed to
"float" above the ground and the two-story-
high main banking space. This floating cap
is continued into the base of the tower at
the same horizontal elevations, then the
upper portion of the tower is separated
from this continuation by facade recessions
at the fourth floor. There is a careful inter-
weaving of the tall narrow mass with the
low broad one. The high-rise portion is

similarly capped by recessing the twenty-
third or next-to-last floor from the top floor
and the ones below it. The bank is set back
twenty-five feet from the street on the
south, and the designers have given thrs
exterior promenade to the bank by con-
tinuing the brick paving pattern onto the
sidewalk and lining it with planters and
benches which echo the building form.
Westerly window exposures are very hot
during Arkansas afternoons, so the elevator
and stair shafts, the lavatories and mechani-
cal equipment spaces were placed on this
facade of the tower. The first floor lobby
contains a spiral stairway (belorv) made of
concrete poured-in-place, with a sand-
blasted finish. The spiral is self-supporting
and becomes a dramatic curving element in
the otherwise rectalinear plan, acting as a

landmark from which the visitor can orien-
tate himself in the large ground floor. Be-
sides the brick paving, the other exposed
exterior materials are concrete and glass.

The vertical elevator and stair shafts are
poured-in-place, with strong horizontal
formwork joints which continue the grid
already created in the window pattern. The
window facades are precast concrete cur-
tain wall using a white concrete with white
aggregate. lt is almost completely a white
building then, with contrasting black shad-
ows cast during the day. The fourth floor
has a large roof terrace for meetings and
parties, well shielded from the western sun,
with ample planting areas and benches.
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The section at left shows the
bank's spaces in relation to the
rented floors. The two-story main
banking area is very large, and can

be entered either from the lobby
or from the street directly to the
east. The fourth floor auditorium
acts as a separating element divid-
ing the tower from the base. Be-
ginning at the eleventh floor there
are twelve levels of rentable space,
with excellent views of the sur-
rounding city. There are drive-in
services attached to the north of
the bank, as shown in the plan,
right. Above the drive-in booths
are seven floors of parking with
direct access to the office towers.
The stair, elevator, and mechanical
equipment shafts absorb all of the
wind pressure on the tower, and
much of the vertical load. Eight
columns have been added on the
interior of the tower, however, to
make the floor framing members
more economical.

lr
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WORTHEN BANK

\q\.-\

@s-s,.,,r,,,. The nrain banking room (above,
left) has 28-foot ceilings and is 168
feet lorrg. Behind the tellers' counter
is a lruge wall tapestry designed
and woven especially for the bank.
The creation of Efrem Weitzman,
it is the largest of the many pieces
of art commissioned by the bank
for its new headquarters. Wall
materials in the banking area are
sandblasted concrete, with large
areas of oak paneling; the tellers'
counters and the stand-up check-
ing counters are also made of
oak. One of the upper floor bank-
ing areas is shown at right, with
its cane-backed chairs and clean,
custom designed desks by lSD.
Above is one of the rented office
spaces, also designed by lSD.
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NVT USTINCTIVE HOTI5ES
The five houses shown here, and in more detail on

the following pages, all show an acutely perceptive

suitability for the climate and setting in which each

is built-from New England quiet to Florida tropical-

ity to desert spectacular. Each house also represents

a singularly interesting plan solution for its owner's

very individualistic program requirements, and a

choice of materials and structural system that is most

appropriate for both its particular site and its gen-

eral region.
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CONCRETE BLOCK HOUSE /N FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

Carefully-placed masonry panels are the key
to both the functional flexibility and the
spatial openness of this Fort Lauderdale
house by architect Donald Singer.

The grove of fruit trees in which the
house is sited was the principal generator of
the plan and consequently of the spatial re-
lationships; the house had to be tall to
reach above the trees and had to be on the
diagonal from the planted rolvs in order to
face the prevailing south-east winds. Large
screened surfaces toward the breeze, above,
pull air gently through the spaces and expel

it vigorously through much smaller open-
ings in the western wal[, using the Venturi
principle. Those relatively blank walls, in
turn, protect from afternoon heat.

lnterlocking interior relationships turn
the smallish rooms into a space continuum
that makes the house a carnival for the two
young Niiler sons. From their play yard at
the very bottom to their bunks at the very
top of the tallest element, the boys can
move about, never far from their mother,s
eyes. From her kitchen, top right, she can
see all lower floor areas as well as the living

1.10 ARCHITECTURAL RECORD Noventber1970



room through the shelves above the refrig-
erator. From the living room, above, the

passage to the boys' room is seen beyond

another set of shelves. But when Dr. Niiler,

a mathematician working in theoretical
oceanography, must have privacy, he can

retire to a study that does not share in the

general spatial openness.
But for all its visual richness, the house

is the result of a tight and rational design'

Following common practice in Florida, the

concrete block walls are reinforced with
frequent solid cores and wire mesh every

other course. They are unified by a continu-
ous poured concrete lintel tied to the foun-

dation with steel rods. Thus the stack bond,

seemingly illogical in bearing walls, works

because the walls are actually structural
panels. Except for the plenum, which serves

as a shear structure, and one return in the

garage, all masonry is basically two-dimen-
sional. The result is that the diagonal juxta-

position of house and garage takes place

with no complicated masonry joints. The

walls that do turn the 45-degree corner are

frame, coated with the silicone rubber that

is also used as roofing.
Not only does the plenum serve struc-

turally and visually as the pivot about
which the spaces interrelate, but it houses

virtually all the mechanical equipment for

the house as well in a space wide enough

to allow for walk-in servicing. The econom-

ical planning here and in the structure paid

off: a very complete house built for less

than $29,000 in 1968.

Residence for Dr. and Mrs. P. Peter Niiler; location:
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; architect: Donald l. Singer;

contractor: Harry Filkins, Jr.
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l'hree ltays thrustinl3 out frorn
the line of the founclatior-r
vvalI create tree-lror.rse sllaces
throughoLrt this hillside house.
Photo near right is t[re lrr,,irrg
roont, rvith a built-rn couc.J.r

t hal provirles t lr rt't'-rva1, viervs.
Al;ovt' it is arr olten cJeck let
irrto the roof ancl reachecl
from the Lrpper-lr:vcl entry-
\\/irr,. ['hoto ltr'\,orrd shorvs
the master ltcclroont anrl
study. The usc of rnitrerl glass

it-t the corn('rs of [rays of
coLrrsc reinforct's tlre sc.nsc
ctf Iightness ancl extension
out over the site w,hich ntakc
lhese roonts so (,xciting.

i ''' *1,

;; "r*5,nt

HILLSIDE HOUSE /N SHERMAN, CONNECTICUT

ln every part of its conception, design, and
construction, this house is inventively, in-
geniously, and most pleasantly related to
its steep and heavily wooded site in Sher-
man, Connecticut.

To begin with, excavation on the hill-
side was minimized by the form of the
house (see sections, left). At the living room
end of the house (near section, bottom in
plans above) the footings are only 12 feet
apart; at the other end of the house (far
section) somewhat more-but never exten-
sirze-cutting and a third foundation waJl



UPPER PART
OF LR,

was LrsL'd to lit lorver level roorns into the

slope.
On the downhill side of the holrse, the

Iiving atre;t is extended llevoncl the for-rnda-

tion rvall by simply exterrding the floor
joists and bracing them rvith 2 x (r's that

return to the for.rnclation, creating the tlvcr

trig (B-foot decp) and one small "l),1y"

sho'uvn in the photos at the top of tlre page.

The: tn,o big bays difler in depth, as thc
p[roto a[rove shrtrvs t't-t<lst t learlv, rcflet ting
tlrc sidt' slolte of the' hill.

The house is enterecJ bi' a briclge on the

Lrphill side (see plan and section). One turns

right to the kitc[-ren and dining area, rvith
its table set in the small l-raY.

Beyond is the master suite, r,t'ith a com-
partmented bath ancl-dovt'n five steps fol-
lorving thc slope of the roof and lhe hill-a
tree-house study, set in the smaller of the

trvo l;ays (see photo allove).
From the entryway to ther left is a bal-

(oh! ov(:r'looking ther trvo-story living room

and leacling to an open deck let into the

roof of lhe largcr bay (near section). Stairs

lcad down fronr the balcony to the living

- -? LowER LE,EL

r()om (photo Ieft above) which extends into
the bay for three-way views of the site.

Three more bedrooms, a compartmented
bath and a sauna are also located on the

lower level.
All of the finishes, inside and out, are

natural wood, most appropriate to the site.

lnterior walls and ceilings are rough-sawn

cypress, floors are oak, and the exterior is

cedar shingle.

UPPER LEVEL

N

GL

Residence for Carl Fisher, Sherman, Connecticut.
Co-designcrs: Norman Jafte, A.l.A., and Nicos Zo-
gr;r;thcts; contract()r : Cliflrtrcl Hirsch
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POLE HOUSE /N SARASOTA, FLORIDA

Designed for a semi-tropical point of land
at the mouth of an inlet to Sarasota Bay,
this house represents an extremely conven-
ient and contemporary version of the tradi-
tional columned, verandahed, broad-roofed
house of the tropics. ln this case, however,
the columns are telephone poles, seven to
a side, and the spaces above and below the
raised living spaces are devoted to such
modern amenities as a mechanical equip-
ment core, storage rooms, bedroom and
bath for maid or guests and sun decks and
terraces. The three levels are contained

within a simple square defined by a grid
of full-height telephone pole structural
members. The foundations consist of 1B-
foot creosote poles driven into the ground
12 feet apart, and capped with concrete
at ground level. The floors are supported
by heavy timber beams, and the roof is
laminated, rough-sawn cedar decking cov-
ered with unpainted galvanized metal roof-
ing. All of the walls, inside and out are
either sliding glass panels or rough-sawn
cedar siding. All structural members are left
exposed, with considerable attention given



to the detailing of wall plane and pole junc-

tu res.

The natural condition of the site has

been maintained, with the structure placed

among existing palms, oak and mangrove.
The raised living areas and verandahs sur-

rounding the house afford a view of the

Culf from nearly every area in the house.

lnside, all spaces except for bedrooms and
baths, are defined by relatively low (B-foot-
high) storage walls and by built-in furnish-
ings, thus preserving most of the interior as

a large, open space. The living spaces

formed in this manner include a generous

living/dining area, a sunken conversation
and fireplace pit, a kitchen area, a reading

and lounging area, and two work studios.

The entrance leads to a full height foyer
which serves as a gallery for paintings and

sculpture. The graveled space on the lower
level serves for general outdoor living and

as a carport.

Residence for Mr. and Mrs. John D. MacDonald,
Sarasota, Florida. Architect: Edward l. Seibert; as-

sociate architect: D. Richmond; contractorl- Thyne
Construction Company.

N
6

This atmospheric house was

designed to provide Perma-
nent, year-round living and

wbrking quarters for the
owners, and bY the use of
natural building materials and

sympathetic forms, to quietlY

fit into its semi-troPical set-

ting. All PrinciPal living
spaces are on the main, raised

level shown in the Plan above.

A free-standing staircase
(photo left of plan) leads to
an upper level containing
storage space and a sun deck
sunk into the roof. From the
main-level verandah, a stair

descends to a secondarY

square deck Projecting from
one corner of the house. The

ground level contains a

space for mechanical equiP-
ment, storage areas, and a

small bedroom and bath; the
remaining sPace at this level

is gravel surfaced.
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CONCRETE HOUSE FOR A ROCKY RIDCE /N PALM sPR/NCs, CALIFORN/A

This very special and especially dramatic
house sits at the edge of a rocky ridge in
Palm Springs, California. ln some ways, it
looks as if it grew there; in other ways it has
all the man-made strength of a hill-top for-
tress.

Designed by architect John Lautner for
interior designer Arthur Elrod, the house
has almost 6,000 square feet of living space
in five rooms all on one level. Most spec-
tacular of the spectaculars is the 60-foot-
diameter living room-partially indoors,
partially outdoors, and all covered by a



glass and concrete dome. The photos di-
rectly above best show the dome inside and

out. The poured-in-place, post-tensioned
compression ring is supported by the fire-
place, the pylon near the pool (photo top
left) and the slenderest of columns-which
all around the house seem to float the
massive concrete roof as if it were polysty-
rene. Radiating inward from the ring are

nine concrete sections with triangular
spaces between. Two of these spaces are

infilled with clear glass creating sky-win-
dows, the others have triangular copper

'i' dP

wedges with glass clerestories that let light
into every section of the big room. The
glass in the big view window is mitred and
epoxy-glued so that there are no interrup-
tions in the 160-degree view to the valley
floor.

As the plan left shows, the kitchen is

partitioned off under the big roof. Entered

off the living room on the view side is the
enormous master bedroom-study-office
suite, with dressing room beyond. Along
the vierv wall in this area, some of the great

rocks of the site come through the glass

Spectacular views open off
all the flowing spaces of the
house. Far left, the pool ter-
race off the living room; this
page, left, the dining area

near the big fireplace, the
stairs-leading through natu-
ral site rock-to the sculp:
ture garden, the master bath.
Below, left to right: the en-
tryway, a view from the

drive, and a broad view of
the living room.

wall, which is carefully fitted over them.
Across the entryw,ay is a small suite for
guests, overlooking a sculpture garden,

which in turn opens to the Sarage.
Throughout, the concrete surfaces are

textured by the form boards. The other
materials used extensively-copper, rich
woods and fabrics, textured rugs, and slate

-create 
a contrasting warmth.

Residence for Arthur EIrod, Palm Springs, Cali-
fornia. Architect: John Lautner; interior designer:
Arthur Elrod Associates, /nc.; engineer: Richard
R. Bradshaw, lnc.; contractor: Wally Niewiadomski
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Almost Cape Cod-like in its
conglomeration of shed roof
forms and gray shingle ex-
terior, this house is, however,
the fresh result of very care-
ful, thoughtful planning and
design. Rooms are the size
and place they need to be,
but framing is straightforward
and simple, with roofs in-
dented or extending up or
out beyond the basic gable
form. ln some cases they ex-
tend a bit to shelter small
storage elements or to cover
small cantilevered decks
(photo right). Neatly defined
gravel beds are placed be-
neath all these cantilevered
elements. The varied roof
line is echoed on the inside
by changes in ceiling planes.

-uip.,siftr
"'i, h:;
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5H/NCLT HOUSE /N HUNI/NCION, IONC /SLAND

Seemingly a loose, informal arrangement of
shed-roofed pavilions, this extremely com-
fortable, trimly detailed house is actually a
tightly organized structure exactly reflect-
ing the owners' program requirements. The
plan is a bi-nuclear one, with separate wings
for children and adults connected by a two-
story stair hall. On the main level, a circula-
tion path forms a central spine for the en-
tire plan, with rooms of varying shapes and
volumes arrayed to either side of it as re-
quired. For added privacy and outlook over
an adjoining ravine, the major rooms are

11B ARCHITECTURAL RECORD Novamber '1970
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opened to the back, and a garage and Sreen-
house are placed to shield a walled-in ter-
race and garden off the kitchen-breakfast
area in the front.

The major living spaces, though of am-
ple size (the entire house has about 3500 sq

ft of enclosed space), all gain in visual area

by an open, but carefully baffled arrange-

ment, and by small, covered terraces extend-

ing out beyond the glass areas on either
side. The living room, dining room and
den, plus the outdoor terraces function con-

veniently together for entertaining large

groups. The childrens'wing, which has

three bedrooms and two baths, also has

its own living-play room with an adjoining
deck, and a separate entrance at the end of
the house. The upper floor of the house
contains a very comfortable master bed-

room sulte for the parents, and connects

via the stair hall to a balcony overlooking
the playroom for occasional supervision of
the children.

To unify the irregular shapes and roof-
lines of thc exterior, gray,'edar shingles
were used to cover the entir: simply-framed

wood structure. Black trim and white doors
accent the quiet, gray exterior. Landscaping
has been kept relatively simple, but consid-
crable effort was made in siting the house
to focus on the ravine view, and to save all
existing trees. The total result is an up-to-
the-minute house that still continues the

sense of New England tradition.

Residence for Dr. Stephen Cettinger, Huntington
Bay Village, Long lsland, N.Y. Architect: Wil/is N

Mills lr.; associate architect: Timothy Martin; en'
gineers: Samf ord Hess; interior design: Al Herbert;
contractor: Howard PhilliPs
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5H/NCIE HOUSE

The kitchen-breakfast room
lphoto top) opens on a pri-
vate terrace and garden at the
front of the house, rvhich is

screencd from the road by
thc garage ancl greenhouse.
The main dining roor-rr (left)
also has an adjoining terracc
for outdoor meals at the rear
of the house. The master bed-
room suite (two photos cen-
ter) includes a fireplace and
s itting a rea, an d generoLls
dressir.rg and bath facilities
oft the closet-lined passage
(in the photo directly above).



BUILDINC TYPES STUDY 415

PLANNINC:ff ;ffi ;:"i"l["Jilll;?i,i.]i'liJ?ill",'#A:T[:ffJ::IlTt
at some of the alternatives facing educators and their architects in the decade to come. Taken together, these

two pieces begin a dialogue that will continue in these pages from time to time as other firms-perhaps with

differing views-are invited to make similar submissions. 
-Ba 

rclay F. Cordon

BRUBAKER OF THE PERKINS & WILL PARTNERSHIP1 ,, CHARLES WILLIAM

SCHOOT DESTGN IS NO TONGER ISOLATED

The new school system is a

sub-system of the social sYstem

and school design is a comPo-
nent of community design.
School concerns have exPanded
to include broader communitY
concerns and planning concur-
rently gives new imPortance to
schools. to their locations,
forms, and relationshiPs to the
community. The new school
facility is more and more the

whole city with its infinite Po-
tential for varied exPerience.

Pmpio(,,

U jitmifrneafcs*luls
tali enilnqhilh ifiolt

THE NEW COMMUNITY SCHOOL

By utilizing existing communitY
services, resources and facilities,
schools influence the laws,

taxes, and agencies which de-
liver services, control resources

and provide facilities.
Conversely, by utilizing school
services, resources and facilities,
the community will more di-
rectly influence the school's de-
cision-making processes. The

design response is toward school
concepts that are closelY related
to total communitY.
Example: Chicago's Metro High

School (similar to PhiladelPhia's
Parkway School) with home-
base in a commercial office
building on State Street, utilizes
many places and peoPle in the
city for its program.
Example: At the new middle
school in Mamaroneck, N.Y.,

the physical education facilities,
especially the indoor-outdoor
swimming pool, are used for
communi ty recreation, eveni ngs,

weekends and all summer.
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THE PERKINS & WILL PARTNERSHIP

SCHOOLS FIND NEW KINDS OF SITES AND ADOPT NEW BUILDING FORMS

ln metropolitan areas, with land
increasingly scarce and costly,
the old habits of the past yield
to new concepts of property
use and new buiJding forms. By
making use of air rights and
bridge decks, neighborhoods
cut apart by expressways can be
tied back together and
apartments can utilize air rights
over schools.
Schools in parks? By using cut
and fill, by creating berms and
lower level courts, schools and
parks become good neighbors.
Example: Jones Commercial
High School, on State Street,
downtown Chicago, includes a

six floor office building struc-
ture which will grow vertically.
Jones has a work study program
with students gaining experi-
ence in Loop offices.
Private enterprise operates ef-
ficiently in leased space, shar-
ing land and structure with oth-
er users . . gaining flexibility
and the opportunity to expand.
The educational program is the
tenant. As program changes,
space changes.
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SCHOOLS ARE NO LONGER LIMITED TO THE RIGID FORMAT OF THE PAST

ln the past, school design was
Iimited by many unwritten laws.
Among these:
'1. A single location

Today's schools may be
multi-locational, part of a

mobile society.
2. lsolated property

Not only are walls and
fences disappearing, but
schools may now share
property with other activi-
ties: a high school at a

community center or an
elementary school over a

shopping center. .

i. lnstitutional character
The educational home base
which is surrounded by
fluid space is replacing the
boxes and corridor con-
cept.

4. Standardized programs
lndependent study and in-
dividualized programs al-
low each student to pro-
ceed at his own pace

5. Learning programs based on
/ectures

. . Then came TV.
6. Rigid grade system

Non-graded schools often
work well and offer obvi-
ous advantages over the
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30 students for 12 Years
system.

7. Standard schedule
Each student may now
have his own program with
a modular scheduling sYS-

tem
Desire for unchanging space

ln a changing world, a

school must include flexi-
ble, adaptable space.

Desire for finished space

Unfinished space Permits
both the growth and the
change that all educators
anticipate.

10. Standard stafl
Many new kinds of PeoPle
may supplement teachers
and princiPals in the school

system.
't1 . Serving a specific territorY

New schools maY serve all
parts of a metro area and,

in fact, comPete with manY

kinds of new schools.
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WHAT ARE THESE NEW KINDS OF SCHOOLS?
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Early chil dhood pre-schools

Open plan elementarY schools

Example: Butternut School in

North Olmstead, Ohio, mixes

large and small instruction areas

without doors, around a garden

and library.

Middle schoo/s
Example: Carleton W. Wash-
burne School in Winnetka, llli-
nois, clusters two houses around
courts and a hub.

Large secondary schools
Example: Sub-divided into
smaller houses, the 6,000 stu-

dent Evanston TownshiP High

School, in lllinois, gains the ad-

vantages of big and small schools
with four houses of '1,500 stu-
dents each.

Special program schools

Example: Walt Disney Magnet
School, overlooking Lake Michi-
gan in Chicago, will attract stu-

dents from all parts of the citY

for a program emphasizing com-
munication arts. ln addition to
1,800 lower, middle and uPPer

school pupils, every two weeks
600 transient pupils will visit
the school for two, week-long
programs in the arts. This is to
be a non-neighborhood school

that provides an oPtion for Pu-
pils from all over the citY and
some suburban areas.
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THE PERKINS & WILL PARTNERSHIP

WHAT ABOUT THE RETURN OF THE SMALT SCHOOT?

Noting a revival of interest
in neighborhood government,
smaller communities, and re-
newed interest in smaller
schools with their potential for
individualized instruction , Leg-
gett, Shapiro, Cohodes & Bru-
baker, educational consultants,
developed the "smallway Con-
cept" to re-examine the advan-
tages of a 240 student high
school.
The educational program re-
quires a single open-plan space
and a dozen faculty members
supplemented by other people
in the community. By utilizing
community facilities . . . linking
Smallway to the community
center . . . the concept becomes
economical.
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NEW PTANNING TOOTS FOR PROGRAMMING AND DESIGNTNG SCHOOTS

A multi-discipline team that un-
derstands the complexity of the
problem and recognizes the ur-
gency of working together to-
wards solutions.

The computer and other office
machines and techniques that \
organize the growing quantities
of necessary data and make the
evaluation of alternatives faster
and more accurate.

Community involvement and
advocacy planning which per-
mit interested groups to have a
voice in matters that affect
them vitally.

The charette that provides a
condensed period in which stu-
dents, teachers, citizens and ar-
chitects can work creatively in
concert.

The simultaneous development
of all these tools will lead to a
clearer understanding of the
goals of education, and the
means to those goals.

At the Martin Luther King
School in Schenectady, New
York, conventional classroom
space is supplemented by small,
informal learning areas that
provide an intimate and spe-
cialized environment for small
group instruction. Half-height
walls, combined with a change
of level, achieve a sense of sep-
aration from busier surround-
ing areas.
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The Butternut School (above) in

North Olmstead, Ohio, mixes

large and small instruction

areas, without doors, around a

garden and librarY (see text,

page 123). Class walls isolate

the resource center acousticallY,

but do little to hinder the free

flow of sPace that gives this

school its pleasant oPenness.

The Charles W. Washburn
School in Winnetka, lllinois
(left) and the Martin Luther

King School in SchenectadY,

New York (right) Provide stu-

dents with handsomelY land-
scaped courts for varied activi-
ties both planned and un-

planned.
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2 ,,H.WARD A. PATTERS.N, JR. oF THE SMS ARCHITECTS

TECHNIQUES FOR CREATING

lf we truly believe that a tool
should be shaped to the func-
tion of its task, this principle
must somehow be reflected in
the way we design our schoot
buildings. The work of the ar-
chitect will be subject to the
same critical scrutiny we are
trying to fosfer in our students.

Creative site utilization
Natural site characteristics, im-
possible to duplicate with struc-
ture alone, should be exploited
wherever possible to reinforce
or supplement the educational
program. An economical audi-
torium, for instance, with su-
perior acoustical characteristics
and sight lines can result from
preservation of an existing slop-
ing grade. (Figure 1).
The school should not be
thought of as a container, but
as a sequence of interrelated
events extending beyond the
structure out onto the site. The
spaces between buildings can
enhance the opportunities of the
educator to expose students to
varied stimuli. Seminars, classes
and student socialization can be
encouraged by careful architec-
tural handling of these spaces.
(Figure 2).
Life and vitality can be gen-
erated in an outdoor courtyard
by arranging the common
spaces (cafeteria, home arts, li-
brary and student commons)
around this courtyard, which it-
self becomes the focal point of
the site. (Figure 3).

Provision for adaptability
to varied activities.
Despite the range of functional
class sizes produced by differ-
ing neighborhood needs and
new educational approaches,
the good school shoutd be ca-
pable of providing appropriate
space for almost any activity.
Options should be provided
and alternatives made available.
Spatial mix is an absolute neces-
sity. Within limits, the activities
and group sizes using an edu-
cational facility are predictable.
Programs for education are nei-
ther so vague nor so mysterious
that a concise, thoroughly-
designed and articulated facility
cannot be developed. Why,
then, must the client be ex-
pected to settle for less? The
educational value of auditori-

EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAT FACILITIES

ums can be significantly in-
creased by the use of sound re-
tardant folding partitions. These
dividers can produce a variety
of smaller spaces which accom-
modate a wide range of activi-
ties. (Figure 4).
A library or resource center can
be designed to easily expand,
if necessary, into flanking aca-
demic areas without major
structural or mechanical mod-
ifications. This process is rever-
sible, and such a resource cen-
ter can be smoothly reduced to
its original size and purpose.
(Figure 5).
Special attention to structural
and mechanical systems can
produce large, unobstructed,
sky-lit spaces. Such spaces,
when fully carpeted, can be
suited to practically any educa-
tional purpose. (Figure 6).

Careful attention to
environmental control
Proper orientation, overhangs,
and window protection can
substantially reduce the cost of
mechanical climate control.
The appropriate utilization of
newly available materials, such
as heat absorbing or mirror
glass, can also make an impor-
tant contribution toward effec-
tive climate control. Ceiling air
distribution systems, powered
by rooftop mutti-zone units,
have many advantages. They
eliminate most ductwork; they
are economical and, most im-
portant, they allow flexible
space planning and partition
arrangements.
Color coding and door graphics
can greatly simplify communi-
cation and circulation problems
within a schoolhouse. Carpet-
ing is a powerful tool for creat-
ing a quiet environment with
few distractions and therefore is
widely used in many of our re-
cent schools.

Adequate and convenient
circulation space
The elimination of enclosed
corridors reduces congestion
and provides pleasant, open,
educational space. Widened
corridors can effectively serve
as auxiliary classroom space.
(Figures 7, B).

Circulation space can be orga-
nized into a wide pedestrian
"street" which offers con-
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venient access to quiet educa-

tional areas with no through
traffic. (Figure 9)

Straight circulation corridors
can be made interesting and

educationally valuable bY devis-

ing a variety of views, spaces

and activities along their entire
length. (Figure 10).

An adequately sized,
properly equipPed library
The library should ProPerlY be

a resource center, ranging far
beyond a mere book rePositorY

to include films, taPes, records,

TV and other learning materials'

The library can be a centrallY-

located, multi-level learning
laboratory, with wet and dtY

carrels for individual, monitored
study. Such a sPace can be fullY

integrated with other educa'
tional facilities such as facultY

offices, laboratories, lecture
rooms, work rooms, and an au-

dio-visual center. The librarY

can also be decentralized into
more than one resource center.
For example, a seParate librarY

may be provided for the
sciences, including reference

and periodical sPace, student
study carrels, individual student
laboratories, space for a com-
puter, and facultY offices. At the
elementary level, the librarY can

be an effective media center en-

compassing grouP studY space,

carrels and teachers' offices.

Adequate provision
for educational aids
Provision must be made for
housing and servicing elec-
tronic media and newlY devel-
oped audio-visual aids to edu-
cation. Equipment is becoming
increasingly sophisticated and

school plants must be recePtive

to its demands. The sPecial re-

quirements of overhead Projec-
tion and disPlaY have become
an integral part of architectural
design. The educational value

of a planetarium can be more
easily justified if it is designed

to double as a science demon-
stration laboratorY' Electronic

aids in general can substantiallY
upgrade the educational effec-

tiveness of a school Plant. Some

practical examPles which we
incorporated in the Briarcliff
Manor High School are:

' A computer for the science

department

' An electronic console in the
library

o An audio-visual aids room

which can suPPlY Pre-re-
corded programs to all wet

carrels as well as any class-

room in the school

''A fully-equipped language

laboratory

' A stepped lecture room for
100 students which can ac-

commodate a fullY-equiPPed
demonstration table, as well
as future TV monitoring.

Provision for growth
Patterns of growth should be

anticipated in educational
planning. Crowth and adaPta-

bility must be considered to-
gether. Expansion is adaPtation

by enlargement, and requires a

thorough investigation of Pro-
grammed needs Present and fu-

ture. Extended Patterns often
tend to produce nodes'and sub-

patterns, thus generating new

spaces and sub-centers through-
out an entire comPlex. As func-
tions shift, sPaces are repro-
grammed and remodeled.
A clearly organized f uture
growth pattern can be imPlicit
in the initial Plan organization.
(Figure 11).

Temporary
stance, can

tive offices
(Figure 12).

classrooms, for in-
become administra-
at a future date.

Central core facilities can be

organized to initiallY accom-
modate a single academic

"house" for 600 students, as

well as a future Pool, auditori-
um and academic "house" for
an additional 600 students.
(Figu re 1 3).
Future growth on a sloPing site

can occur bY extending the ma-
jor student circulation "street"
up the hill. Academic sPaces as

needed can be generated along

the "street" without the normal
distracting requirement for
through circulation. (Figure 14)

Projected growth should occur
in direct response to a master

plan, designed to be accom-
plished over a Period of Years.
(Figure 15).

Effective utilization of
rapidly develoPing technologY
Careful attention to new tech-
niques and materials can sPeed

construction, lower initial cost,

and future maintenance costs.

New structural comPonents (e8.

prestressed, Precast concrete
tees) can be raPidlY erected and

effectively utilized in a varietY

of ways. ExtremelY long clear

spans of up to 120 feet become
practical. The same tees can

provide an economical, mainte-
nance-free weather wall. Long

span acoustical steel deck of-
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THE SMS ARCHITECTS

fers an economical, mainte-
nance-free roof structure. pre-
stressed, precast concrete plank
can provide fireproof, eco-
nomical floor and roof struc-
tures. This plank can be left
exposed, and provides relative-
ly long, clear spans with min-
imum structuraJ depth.
Ceiling distribution systems,
powered by newly available
roof mounted multizone heat-
ing and cooling units, have
many advantages. Such systems
eliminate most ductwork, are
economical to install and main-
tain, and provide flexible floor
space.

Appropriate response to the
community served
Each educational project in-
cludes the following variables:
existing site and surroundings,
the educational program, the
community program for the use
of the facility, i{ any, and budg-
et. Each community is unique,
not only in the educational pro-
gram it develops and the money
it makes available, but in general
philosophy, use and esthetic ap-
proach. This precludes any ,,all-
purpose" school design, since
each plant must respond to a
unique set of circumstances.

New materiars ;[':T[:fTjli::l,f::"#;,
New materials are constantly ing for highly skilled, experi_
appearing on the market. SMS enced teachers. Since teaching
spends a significant amount of salaries are competitive, up_
time analyzing them. A master grading the physical facilities
specification is stored in a com- available to ieachers has be_puter bank for easy retrieval. come increasingly important.
Newly available materials for lt has atso become important
use in educational buildings are to liberate teachers at times
selected for one or more of the during the working day so
following reasons: lower initial they can pursue their own, in-
cost, lower maintenance, better dependent activities. Most
appearance, Ionger life, more school programs do not recog-
rapid installation or better per- nize the ,rg"n.y of continuirig
formance. These materials in- education or provide sufficient
clude: through wall masonry opportunity for adult study.
bearing units, colored mortar, Remedial summer programs
weathering steel, prefabricated place an added uuraen on
flashing, seamless roofing, and school facilities and educatorsheat absorbing glass. some are searching for ways to do
newly available finishes are: more with tl.re limited facilities
vinyl wall covering, spray-on- available to them. A centralized
glaze wall finishes, trowelted-on media center, containing new
seamless flooring, long life syn- electronic aids, is increisingly
thetic carpeting that is easily common. Many older teachers
maintained, duranodic anodiz- do not know how to use the
in8, sandblasted concrete and new equipment. Someone must
black chrome finishes on hard- show them. There is a definiteware. trend toward individual lab

work which can be done dur-
Newly packaged systems ing unscheduled time.
Manufacturers are currently
concerned with assemblages of The design response
building parts of systems, which shifting ieeds'and opportuni_
they market as a package. Many ties are already changing tradi-
of these systems are outgrowths tional design concepts. Such
of the school construction Sys- static expreisions are gradually
tems Development. For exam- giving way to a series of logical
p.l9, ceiling systems are avail- decisions, pointed toward flexi-
able to provide light, ventita- ble, carpeted, air-conditioned
tion, heating, cooling and sound space. while much remains un_
absorption, all on a modular clear, some vectors are already
basis, and allow flexible parti- beginning to emerge. Futuretion arrangements. sophis- schoolhouses must eiploit bothticated partition systems are technotogical advances and aalso available. such systems, frexible ipproach to construc-
though diverse, are generally tion. Adiptable, interchange-
directed toward a common abre components will altow agoal: planned flexibility. sMS closer accommodation of build-
has used such systems in whole ing to program, and hopefully,
or part in a number of school- yield a logical, visual vocabu-
houses, and plans to increase lary, genelatei by immediate
this use in the future. need and function.
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A steeply sloping site is used to
good advantage to create new
space for the laboratory sci-
ences at the South Kent School
in rural Connecticut. Entrance
lobbies at both levels are tied
together by a scissor stair that
shields mechanical spaces bur-
ied in the hillside. White brick
and roof pitches are in defer-
ence to older neighbors.
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At the Low Heywood School in

Stamford, Connecticut (uPPer

left) classrooms are designed as

air-conditioned, carpeted, flex-
ible spaces flanked by open cor-
ridors with dropped ceilings.

Long span, acoustical steel deck
forms the ceiling for both the
library and the sciences class-

room at the Easton ElementarY

School in Easton, Connecticut
(above and right).

The new dining hall for The
Masters School in Dobbs FerrY,

New York is subdivided into
four pavilions that open into a

flat-roofed circulation and serv-
ing area. Construction is steel

frame with concrete-toPPed
corruform floor framing. ,*
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Expanclablc classroom space for
kindergartners at the Ox Ridge
Elcnre'ntary, School in Darien,
Connocticut. Shingled, nransarcl
roots echo the pl.tn organiza-
lion and provide a canted inside
srrri.tce for overheacl projection.
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FULI-SCALE FIRES USED TO TEST INTERIOR FINISHES

tnitial resu/ts of a pioneering experimental program show
that currently accepted tests do not adequately predict
the relative hazards of combustible finishes for a variety
of design conditions and occupancies, and that more f actors

should be apptied in interpreting resu/ts of standard tests.

The question of how adequately laboratory
tests on construction materials and assem-

blies mirror real-life application has been

occurring more and more frequently lately.
A case in point is fire testing, particu-

larly that related to interior finishes. Code
provisions regulating the use of interior
finishes in different types of occupancies
have been based pretty much on educated
guesses as to how materials having different
degrees of flammability (as indicated bv

current standard tests) would react in "real-
fire" situations. The reason is that until very

recently no comprehensive program of full-
scale fire testing had been conducted on
interior finishes.

But now the first results have been
reported of an ongoing series of full-scale
fire studies sponsored by The Society of the

Plastics lndustry at llT Research lnstitute in

Chicago, which show that the "flammability,
smoke, and fire gas values assigned materi-
als in standard tests do not adequately

predict the results under realistic conditions'
Rather, these values vary according to the

fire environment Iintensity, duration and

fuel contribution of a firel and the distribu-
tion of the finish materials'"

The tests, begun four Years ago/ are

among the most comprehensive fire experi-
ments being conducted in the U. S. So far,

some 200 experimental fires have been stud-

ied. Basically, the purpose of the project

is to compare in a variety of real building
fires the behavior of a range of interior finish
materials already characterized by standard

fire tests. With results from these tests it
should be possible to ascribe a more mean-

ingful and realistic interpretation to the
numbers obtained in current standard tests,

such as the ASTM E-84 tunnel test.

The plastics industry obviously has an

interest in the solution of the many un-

resolved problems of fire-test rating in order
that, on the one hand, plastic materials do
not create intolerable fire hazards in build-
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Fires using actual
termine intensities

room contents were set to de-
ol "real" fires (toP Photos show

high- and medium-intensity fi res). "Reference" fires

were establishcd by using gas burners (bottom).
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ings, and, on the other
trarily excluded from
realistic st.rndards.

What architects and regulatory bodies
are concerned about
During 1965, llT Research lnstitute held
meetings with an advisory board formed of
architects, building code administrators, firc
test authorities and insurance men to find
out what additional information they de-
sired to make more reasonable and uniform
regulations on plastics used as building
elements or surfacings. The board came to
these conclusions:
I Code administrators find it difficLrlt to
identify fire hazard, even rvhen extensive
data are available. Thus, there is an urgent
need to develop more meaningful correla-
tion between existing fire test ratings and
actual contribution to life and property
h aza rd.
r Architects find onerous and undiscerning
the code provisions that material above a

certain fire test rating cannot be used, while
material below such rating can be used in
unlimited quantity. Architects and code men
agreed that partial use of specific materials
of a higher flammability than now permitted
could be safe in some circumst.rnces, but
more uniform and workable criteria are
needed. For example, they said, it seems
that a material used for counter tops ancl
wainscotting should be recognized as less
hazardous than when used for a ceiling or
for the uppermost wall finish.

The program requested by the advisory

hand, are not arbi- board was to use full-scale or large-scale
use because of un- fires to determine:

1. Behavior of combusti[tle interior
finishes that have been previously charac-
terized by accepted tests, so as to determine
the rationale for using such standard tests
to predict behavior and control usage.

2. Bases for judging the contribution
to life hazard associ.rted rvith the material
behaviors over a variety of occupancies.

3. Ways ior fire safety codes to relate
pertinent properties, configu rations, and
moLrntings of interior finishes to building
occupancies and design.

So far the project has explored:
1. Outputs of heat, flame, smoke and

fire gases from fully developed iires oi
typical bedroom, domestic kitchen, office,
school stationery storeroom, hotel Iinen
storeroom, and small janitor closet.

2. Contribution to such occupancy
fires of .1 range of interior finishes in the
fire room.

3. Behavior as wall or ceiling finish of
the same rctnge of finishes as in the adjacent
corridor, when ignited and propelled bv
room fires of typical occupancies.

4. The effect in the corridor of varia-
tion in amount and distribution of a range
of interior finishes.

5 Effect of varying the building ventila-
tion.

The basic hazards <aused by fire are
considered to be f lame, obscu ring
smoke,.lnd irritating or toxic fire gases.
The advisory board foLrnd it difficult to
think of these hazards in terms other than

those indicated by the ASTM EB4 tunnel
test. Although tunnel scores are widely usecl
in codes, there has been very little com_
prehensive cxlterimentation, until now, to
find out what a spectrum of tunnel flame
and smoke ratings show in actual fires. The
SPI-llTRl project is not intended to devise
ne'w tests, although it will undoubtedly sug_
gest new types to explore, particularly for
measuring smoke. The prime objective of
the project is to see how the results from
present tests should best be utilized in code
regLrlations.

How results of the tunnel test
are used in building codes
The ASTM EB4 trrnnel test is performed in a

fire-brick chamber approximately 1-ft high,
11/z-ft wide and 25 ft long. The material
to be tested is mounted on the ceiling ancl
ignited at one end by means of gas burners
having a fixed rate of fuel supply. How
fast the flame travels in the tunnel, or how
far the flame travels down the tunnel before
ceasing or receding determines the flame
spread rating. Red oak flooring has been
arbitrarilv assigned a fl.rme-spread rating
of 100, and asbestos-cement board, a rating
of zero. Values for fuel contribution ancl
smoke are obtained l^ry comparison with
curves for red oak flooring.

The tunnel test-developed primarilv
in response to the need for determining the
rate of f lame spread for combustible
acoustical tile-has breen in existence for
o\/er 20 years and has been an ASTM
standard since 1961.

TIME.ORIENTED DIAGRAMS OF FLAME PATTERNS IN CORRIDOR FIRE TESTS

J 25FT

5 MINUTES

These diagrams illustrate the fire spread histories
of a series of corridor experiments involving an in-
terior finish having a flame spread rating of 90,
exposed to a closet "reference', fire. The,,teler-
ence" fire simulates a "reat" fire in terms of in-
tensity and heat produced.

Depicted in the time-oriented diagrams is the
wall of the corridor of the experimental facility
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(see ltage 138t opltosite the closct ,,fi re,, which is
the ignition source. The corridor is B ft high ancl
50 ft long. The white portions indicate where the
combustible finish material rvas installed for the
experiments; the gray area indicates non-combus-
tible wall area; and the cross-hatched areas in-
dicate the flaming zone.

Purpose of the experiments shown here was to

25FT

1O MINUTES

deternrine the effect of partial coverage of wall
surfaces on flame spreacl hazard. The nraterial, with
a flamc-spreacl rating of 90, is just beyoncl the re-
striction (75) imposed by many codes for a given
classification. The finish was evaluated for the
configurations which have potential practical ap-
plication. The top two rows show 4-ft-wide com-
bustible panels alternated with non-combustible



REAL FIRES SUCGEST NEW INTERPRETATIONS TOR STANDARD SMAII.SCALE TESTS

Objectives of the on-going SPI-llTRl experimental program

are to use full-scale fires to find: 1) behavior of combustible

interior finishes, previously characterized by accepted tests,

in order to determine the rationale for using standard tests

to predict behavior and to control usage; 2) bases for judg-

ing contribution to life hazard associated with these mate-

rial behaviors for a variety of occupancies; 3) ways for fire
safety codes to relate pertinent properties, configurations

and amounts of interior finishes to building occupancies

and design.

Findings and implications

1. Real fires behave in a different manner from what

might be projected from laboratory tests that are generally

used for building codes.

2. Flammability, smoke and fire gas values assigned to com-

bustible materials in standard tests do not adequately pre-

dict the results under more realistic conditions in full-scale

experimentalfires.
3. Material location and magnitr-rde of fire exposure both

have a pronounced effect on material behavior in a fire.

4. Attempts to distinguish between the hazards of materials

whose tunnel test flame spread numbers differ by only 25

or less do not seem justified, although this is done in some

present codes.

5. Experiments indicate that the tunnel test flame spread

number in combination with some function of material

properties such as thickness, ignition temperature, and the

rate at which heat passes through material, might be used

to place materials in a proper relative hazard order. Place-

ment of materials in order of presently-used ascending tun-

nel test ratings does not quite place them in the order of

increasing flame spread as measured by full-scale tests.

6. Each location and each expected fire severity should

eventually be considered in order to convert from a relative

to an absolute hazard scale.

7. Futl-scale tests on smoke production indicate that no

single smoke rating number can adequately define the rel-

ative smoke hazards of interior finishes as used in a variety

of locations and occupancies.

B. Experiments confirm that wainscoting is far less hazard-

ous than paneling up to the ceiling. Tests show that cover-

age Iimited to a single wall, or to the lower half of both walls

significantly decreases the hazard. Some codes already rec-

ognize this by permitting combustible wainscoting up to 4
ft high.

9. Sharp lines of demarcation for bracketing flame spread

numbers to establish classifications for building code pur-

poses do not seem to make sense.

25 FT

15,\1lNUIt5

rvall; tht, tl.rir<l ro*, shorvs t.onrbttstiblc finish at thc

u[)l)cr half of thc rl'all; arrcl the Itoltot'tl rclrv show's

tlrt'[i nish at lht'lorvcr half of thc u'.ill. ['or the fi rst

.rnrl thirrl rol'u's, tlrt'fi nislt matcrial rvas irrstallecl only

.p tlte 1,.tll tlppgsilt'tht: ii rt'; ior thr,scconrl anrl

[oLrrlh rolvs, lht'iinish rlr.rtt'ri.tl rr'as irrsl.rllctl rlrr

bolh rv.rlls. I hc gtancl ltatterns r('l)eaI trntil al lcast

24 ft of horizont.rl rtlrr ar('covcrt'<l; a 2-[l llanel

50 FT

rr,.rs rrse<l lo conrlllete .l st'(ltlcnce rvithin 24 ft.
'l'he cliagrams illuslrate tlrat interrulrtion of

r onrlrLrstiblt: fi nish lty ntln-<.otttbtrstible seBments
rl irl rrot prorlttce cl iscontinuitics in the burn lines;

lhrrs, tlrt' rrott-combustiblc llaneIs clo not at.t as

lrarrit'rs to sltreacl of fire , br-rt ttnll' <lccrease thc fi rc

intcnsity Irv rt:1-rlacing rvhat otherwise rvoulcl havc

lreen f rrel.

25 FT

20 .\1IN UI ES

50 FT

Full cc-,verage of both walls of thc lest corridr.rr
(not shorvn herc) restr ltecl in rapirl prollagation of
ilanre from an exposing closet fi rc. Apparently the

fire r,r'as self-sr-rstarning. Configurations with less

than total coveraBe were not self-sustaining spread-

crs of fi rer. Cc-rverrage lintited to a single wall, or to
lhe lorver half of both walls significantly decrcased

thc hazarcl.
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In building codes, interior finishes are
classified according to certain bracketed
ranges. Results of the llTRl test confirm
that it does not make sense to use more
than three brackets of flame spread. As
currently used in some codes these ranges
are O-25, 26-75, and 76-225. A material with
a flamespread ratin g of 25 is considered to
be noncombustile by a number of codes.
Usage of these classifications in codes is
exemplified by the following typical re-
quirements:

1. Finishes for walls of vertical exit-
ways (stairways) shall have a flame-spread
rating of no higher than 25

2. Finishes for other exitways (corri-
dors) shall have a flame-spread rating of
no more than 75

3. Room finishes shall have a flame-
spread rating of no more than 225 (except
for occupancies such as mental hospitals,
general hospitals, nu rsing homes, jails,
etc.)

A number of state and city codes, how-
ever, have narrower ranges than those listed
above, but the llTRl tests demonstrate the
lack of logic for such narrow bracketing
because the intensity of the propelling fire,
and the location and the amount of interior
finish are more critical to propagation than
"flammability" as indicated by present
standard tests.

How tests were conducted
to determine affect of combustible finishes
The experiments conducted by llTRl have
been directed mainly toward:

1. Determining the amount of smoke,
heat and gases produced by fully-devel-
oped fires in several different types of oc-
cupancies (mentioned earlier), and the
incremental increase in smoke, heat and
gases caused by the addition of combustible
finish materials:

2. Understanding the interactions be-
tween finish materials in one or more loca-
tions (as in a corridor-one wall, two
walls, etc.), and the effect of partial
coverage of wall surfaces. Experiments
sought to determine whether or not a com-
bustible material, which may pose a hazard
if used for total wall surface of a corridor,
can be safely used in lesser amounts.

The test facility consists of a primary
burn room 10 by 15 ft with an S ft high
ceiling, and with double doors opening
onto a corridor 6 ft wide, B ft high and
50 ft long. First experiments consisted of
burning actual furnishings or storage items
for five occupancies-bedroom, linen room,
kitchen, office, and storeroom-and for a

closet condition to establish the approx-
imate upper limit of severity, These were
called "guideline" fires. Real fires differ
even when conditions appear identical.

A second category of fire, called "ref-
erence fires," was established using pro-
pane burners to provide three levels of
heat release analogous to three actual oc-
cupancy fires. These fires were conceived
in order to make the program manageable,
and to have fires with sufficiently low
smoke to permit accurate measurement of
smoke from room finishes. The first type
of refence fire is a high-intensity room fire
which represents greatest severity of real
room fire; the second type is a low-inten-
sity fire which still fills the room and is

capable of igniting finish materials in a

corridor; the third type is a closet reference
fire which produces localized high intensity
heating, but not the high heat release of
a room fire.

The third category of fire in the experi-
ments is "finish fires," which are those
with candidate finishes in room or corri-
dor, usually against a calibrated "reference"
fire in a room.

Full-scale tests show that the rigidity
of current ratings is unwarranted
The SPI-IlTRl findings to date based upon
the use of a combustible finish on a ceiling
or along one corridor wall are:
Flammability

1. Although the increase in hazard of
the experimental fires generally parallels
rising EB4 flame-spread scores, the E84 rat-
ings frequently misplace some finishes on
a relative scale by more than 25.

2. Use of more than three brackets
of EB4 flame spread is inadvisable for cate-
gorizing interior finish.

3. Materials having an EB4 flame spread
below 25 will propagate flame only with
other fuel burning adjacent.

4. Materials with E84 flame spread
scores around 100 will propagate at the
ceiling. But a vertical surface will propa-
gate only with good conservation of heat.

5. Materials with intermediate EB4

flame spread ratings (26 to 75 or 100-a
typical code category) are highly variable
regarding propagation. The intensity of
room fire and distribution of finish easily
obscure distinction between materials of
flame spread 25 and 75, or 75 and 225.
Measurement of smoke
Smoke production in actual IITRI fires
differed so greatly from, and show so little
correlation with, tests by standard methods,
that it is doubtful that any single smoke
rating can accurately define the relative
hazard for a variety of real fires. For
example, in some cases the interior finish
in the room where the fire was burning
provided more smoke than did the same
material located in the corridor which was
exposed to the same room fire. The studies
on corridor fires suggest that a method of
calculating existing EB4 smoke data on an
optical density basis shows promise for
evaluating finish materials in corridors.

The llTRl facility was subdivided to provide a
primary burn room 10 bv 15 ft with double doors
opening onto a corridor 6 ft wide, B ft high and
50 ft long. Optionally, a prefabricated closet can
be installed in the doorway between the primary
burn room and the corridor-substituting a small
fire volume for a large fi re volume. Temperature,
heat oLrtputs, gas compositions and smoke and air
flows are measured.
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PRODUCT REPORTS

For more information clrcle se/ected item numbers on Readers Service lnquiry Card' pages 213-214

Old-fashioned bricks with hand-made look made with modern factory techniques

&s.i:qe***--1.
This brick making process combines the

look of hand-made bricks with the speed

and accuracy of automated techniques. lt
uses machinery for carrying, mixing, knead-

ing and control, but the molding is done by

hand. Conveyor belts move prepared clays

to the electric pug mill which mixes the

clay preparations with water and kneads

them together. The mixture is then cut into

slugs and brought by conveyor belt to the

throwing station. Here it is hand-thrown
into wooden molds. Excess clay is automa-
tically removed and the bricks are washed

and sanded before being placed in a drying

chamber. The dried bricks are brought to
the tunnel kilns where they are loaded for
the firing process. The kiln temperatures
are regr-rlated for color and size control'

The customer is able to choose a brick
which meets his specifications and then see

a sample submitted by the company; noth-

ing further is done until the sample is ap-

proved. . Old Carolina Brick Co., Salis-

I 
Circle 3oo on inquirY card

more products on Page 152

1) The pug mill where the claY

is mixed and kneaded. 2) Hand-

throwing into molds.3) All
handling is by conveYor belt
or pallets. 4) The bricks readY

for firing.5) Finished Prodttct.
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Direct
Slue-down

installation of
double lute-

backed carpets
Everybody wants carpet. For aesthetics, sound absorption, low-cost maintenance,
employee morale, comfort underfoot, insulating qualities, But too often, carpet couldn't
be specified. Ihis proven system removes most of the barriers.

EASY WHEEL AND CASTER MOBIL|TY - with
standard contract pile construction, no
mushiness to bog down carts, mobile equip-
ment, secretarial chairs.

HELP IN MEETING FIRE SAFETY C(IDES _
provided the carpet is otherwise qualified.

Key to success is Jute secondary backing, porous enough to retain adhesive. This
assures strong, permanent bonding to any sub-floor or previously installed resilient
flooring. Shifting and strain on seams are virtually eliminated. ln tufted carpets,
specify primary and secondary backings of Jute, because their compatibility provides
greatest protection against delamination.

L0WER INITIAL C0ST - less than identicat
carpet plus separate underlayment, or foam
0r rubber backed carpet with equal pile
specifications.

CLEAN PICK-UP FR0M Ft00R - carpet can be
lifted to reach trench headers, intact for
re-installation.

JUTE GARPET

BACKtilG C0u1{ctL, tilc.
25 Broadway, l{ew York, N. Y. 10004

American^lndustries, lnc.. BMT commodity corp.. c. G. Trading corp.. Delca lnter-
national Qgfp. '. Dennard & Pritchard Co., Lfd. . A. de Swaan, lnc.l Robert F. Fitzpatrick
I 90.' Gillespie I cq. qf N. Y-., lnc. . Hanson & 0rth, lnc.' . 0. G. innes corp.'. lute
lnd.ustries, Ltd. . Lou Meltzer co. . pak-Am lnc. . william E. peck & Co. of N. V., lnc. .
R. L. Pritchard & Co._'Revonah Spinning Mills. Stein, Hall A io" tni.. Wnitir LamU
Finlay lnc.. Willcox Enterprises, lnc.

Write for Architectural
Guide Specification

Prepared by
William E. Lunt, Jr., C. S. l.
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Color richness that defies age and weather

Arm -r-b r ite 8;:1lxi:'5"amered
Extend the beauty of glass to the total upsweep of highrise curtain
walls. Fully tempered sheets are several times the strength of annealed
glass. The ceramic enameled colors are permanently fused into the
glass so they defy the loss of their brilliance from weather, age, or
chemical detergents.

Available in 23 stock colors, or colors specif icallytailored to your specifi'
cations, and in various surface textures to blend with other glazing units
and structural materials or for contrast in colorful spandrel accents.

Can be obtained with polyurethane foam as a core and back'up panel

of steel, cement asbestos board or any material specified. Can also be

obtained without back-up panel or polyurethane core.

Write for Arm. R - B rite cotor select ions, d i mens ion requ i rements, a nd glaz'

ing suggestions. C-E Glass, 825 Hylton Rd., Pennsauken, N.J. 08110.

*Arm-R-Brite@ is also available as Ceramalite@ (heat-treated) lnsulated Panels with foam
core and back-up panet of steel, cement asbestos board, or any inner'surface material
specified by the architect.

EEGLAss
A SUBSIDIARY OF COMBUSTION ENGINEEBING,INC.

For more data, circle 61 on inquiry card



SUNROC water coolers
have a lot of guts.

We ought to know.
We build them.

The beauty is outside

where it shows.

The guts is inside .

where it serves,

The quality is

SUNROC.

''48#[rNIrcr 
ur,Nc QUr.,r,]1r:l 

]

SUNROC coRPoRArIoN
Write today for your complete Sunroc catalog, Dept. AR-1170. Sunroc Corporation, Glen Riddle. Pennsylvania 19037

I:or more <tat,t, circle 6) <tn inquiry carrl
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PRODUCT REPORTS

continued f rom page 113

DURABLE DECORATING MATERIAL /
Zilqua is pure quartz and silica sand fused
to form a non-porous weather-resistant
material that is harder than granite. lt may
be clear, opaque or translucent, and comes
in many textures, thicknesses and colors
(metal oxides are used for coloring). lt
can be cut, ground and shot-blasted to
form a variety of designs for indoor and
outdoor decoration. lt will not fade or de-
cay, and is abrasion resistant. r Thermal
American Fused Quartzto.; 

T,"?Ili; I*

MODUTAR ROLL FttE / This system uses
differently sized steel modules filled with
horizontally arranged steel-rimmed fiber-
board tubes. The modules are interlocking
and any combination (of the same length)
may be stacked to any height to meet in-
dividual needs. A cap and base complete
the cabinet. Each unit has a spring ac-
tivated door on the front with label for
identification. There are 4 tube diameters
and eight lengths, all of the same width. ,
Stacor Corp., Newark, N.J.

Circle 302 on inquiry card

COLOR-FUSED PANELS / Miraweld panels
consist of inorganic pigmentation in a

choice of 16 colors thermally fused to an
asbestos cement core. They can be used
as facings over new or existing structures,
as curtain or window wall treatments, bal-
cony fronts, soffit and fascia panels, man-
sard roofs and store fronts. The panels
may also be laminated back to back with
color finish on both sides, laminated to
an insulated core, or the asbestos core can
be painted. The panels come in 3 or 4 ft
widths, 6, B, or 10 ft lengths, and a 5132
in. standard thickness. ' Kaiser Aluminum
and Chemical Corp., Oakland, Calif.

Circ/e 303 on inquiry card

more products on page 164
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The next time you are involved
with a commercial, industrial or
domestic installation that must get
its water supply from a well, Red
Jacket has the pump you can
specify with confidence. Red
Jacket's line features submersible
and jet pumps specially designed
for installations that require a lot
of water. Heads of more than 1300
feet are available, with ratings
from 1/6 to L25 H.P. Red Jacket
has been making water pumps for
more than 90 years so you
know you'll be getting the kind of
performance you can count on.

For a new brochure providing
complete information and perfor-
mance ratings, send this coupon.

r--
Red Jacket
P.O. Box 3888, Davenport, lowa

! Please send me the A. l. A. File No.
29-D-5.

I Please have your Red Jacket man
ca ll.

Name

Firm Name

Address

City

State

F,EE, JACKET nriffi
PUMPS

riox 38aa . on vENF()RT, towa '.r -.t.!r

L-- ____J

For more clata, circle 95 on inquiry carcl

OFFICE LITERATURE
F<tr more inf r>rmation circle .se/ecte<l item numlters
<rn Rear/er -Serylce lnquiry Ctrrc! , ;tages 213-21 4

FRAMING ANCHORS / A producr design
and specification sheet describes a line of
framing anchors used in roof, wall and
floor construction. Manufactured from
zinc-coated steel, the anchors are available
in three different styles. Some applications
include the anchoring of floor joists to
beams, solid blocking to plate, dormer
framing, rafters or trusses to purlins, chim-
ney framing, ceiling joists to beams or
trusses, stair carriage to header or trimmer,
and corner post framing. r Timber Engi-
neering Co., Washington, D.C.

Circlc 400 on inquir',, card

CENSUS DATA / "Catalog of 1970 Census
Data" contains 24 pages of information
about computer census tapes, microfilm
and microfiche sold by the company, of-
ficially recognized by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census as a 1970 census summary tape-
processing center. Articles and illustrations
in the catalog describe all six counts of the
official U.S. Census of Population and
Housing. lncluded are suggested techniques
for using this data in city planning and
utility planning. Price lists are included.
Copies are free. r Write National planning
Data Corp., 65 Broad Street, Rochester,
N.Y. 14614.

COPPER I "Cast Products" , a 240-page vol-
ume, presents data and standards of copper
and copper alloy castings. The first section
gives data on 89 commercial casting alloys.
The second section is a cross-index of eight
U.S. specification systems arranged in nu-
merical order and completely cross-indexed
by casting method. Volume is free. r Write
Copper Development Assoc., tnc., 405 Lex-

!q91ry!!!g New Yorkl,ty{0012 _
FTOOR-CEII|NC SYSTEMS / Described in
a 32-page booklet is a floor-ceiling system
with a structural deck working through the
coaction of formed steel decking with a
cover slab of poured-in-place concrete.
According to the brochure, the floor is
capable of carrying heavy loads for spans
of up to 32 ft. while incorporating various
mechanical services. Some of the optimal
service features are acoustical control, com-
munications and electrical raceways, air
diffusion and distribution, and recessed
lighting troffers. The assembly is U.F. fire-
rated up to two hours. Specifications, prop-
erties and load tables are given. r H. H.
Robertson Co., Pittsburgh.*

Circle 401 on inquiry carcl

AGGRECATE COATINGS / A 6-page bro-
chure describes a line of exposed aggregate
coatings and illustrates design possibilities.
The coatings are available in three separate
systems in a range of colors and textures. r
Desco lnternational Assoc., Buffalo.

Circlc 402 on inquiry carrt
- A<klitioinal prc"lua fiormanrir'n Sweett --

Architectural Filc
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more literature on page 204

For more data, circle 97 on inquiry card )

InilatnPlaoo

thislshow
theysoal

With ACMASEAL preformed
Neoprene joint seals. Expansion
joints are permanently sealed
from water, corrosive salts, and
incompressibles such as sand.
Accommodating movement and
maintaining seal over wide
temperature changes,
ACMASEAL reduces joint
maintenance. . .lengthens total
structure life. Standard size
seals and sealing systems
available for 1/8" to 22"
movement in roof joints, bridge
joints, precast joints, perimeter
and vertical wall joints,
swimming pool, sidewalk, and
highway joints. Write for
Data File # 106-70

E
AGIVIASEAT
THE ORIGINAL NEOPRENE COMPRESSION SEAL

A Product of ACME Highway Products Corporation
33 Chandler Street, Buffalo, New York l420l

For more data, circle 96 on inquiry card



Owner: Cily of Hampton, Va.i Archilect: A. G. Odell, Jr. and Assocrates; Consulting structural englneer: Severud'Perrone-Sturm_
Conlin-Bandel: Steel labricator and erector: Brislol Steei & lron Works, lnc.; General contractorl McDevilt & Streel Company

fhe new $6.5-million HamPton
Roads Coliseum serves more than
a million people in Tidewater
Virginia with sports events, exhi-
bitions, shows, and conventions
under its column-free roof. Lo-
cated in Hampton, the facility is
convenient to Norfolk, NewPort
News, and Portsmouth.
MORE THAN 1.3 MILES OF
STEEL CABLE. Bethlehem Steel
provided 7,344 ft of 2-in.-dia, zinc-
coated pre-stretched, steel strand
for the single-layer cable roof.
Shipped in specially packaged
coils-48 lengths, each 153 ft long

-the cables were fabricated with
open sockets on one end and ad-
justable anchor sockets on the
other.

SIMPLE ERECTION PROCE-
DURE. ln the roof erection
scheme, the steel tension ring
was raised to the height of the
perimeter connection points and

supported by falsework. Next, the
anchor-socketed ends of the
cables were lifted, one by one, to
the perimeter connecting Points
where they were inserted through
weldments and af f ixed with
spanner nuts. Then, cables were
lifted and connected to the ten-
sion ring. After all 48 cables were
in place, the tension ring was
lowered to its final position via
the removal of the upper part of
the falsework. (A six-in. length of
thread, specified for the end of
the anchor socket, permitted final
adjustment of cable lengths.)

INTEGBATED SUPPORT SYS-
TEM. The compression ring, nor-
mally present in a cable system of
this type, is located 17r/, ftbelow
the tops of the diamond-shaped
perimeter panels. The panels were
designed to be reminiscent of
white boat sails characteristic of
the Tidewater area,

STRUCTURAL STEEL ON
CABLES. Some 350 tons of
Bethlehem steel plate and struc-
tural members were used in this
structure. Of these, about 50 tons
were light shapes, which were
placed atop the cables. TheY sup-
port the unusual folded roof which
melds into the side Panels. The
area under the roof and above the
cables contains a portion of the
coliseum's mechanical and elec-
trical system, including ductwork
for its 1,000-ton air-conditioning
unit.

CABLE DATA AVAILABLE.
Bethlehem furnished the informa-
tion required for the specification
of cables and end-fittings for this
major structure. We'll be haPPY to
supply this data for Your designs.
Just write: Room 1049 HRC,
Bethlehem Steel CorPoration,
Bethlehem, PA 18016

BETHTEHEIUI STEEL
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Company, 16 Wall St., New York, N.Y.-10015; ,[laxr,vell rV1. Cenen,-1271
z\venue of the Americas, New York, N.Y.--10020; Donald C. McCraw, Eliza-
beth McCrar,r,Webster, Donald C. McCraw,, Jr. & Harold W. McCraw, Jr.,
Trustees under lnclenture of Trust m/b lames Mccraw, dared 1ll4,t2l as
moclifiecl ; Donald C. McCralv, TrLrstee under an lndentu re of Trust m/b
James H. Mccrarv, datecl 711137 as amended; Donald C. i!1ccrarv, individu-
ally; Donald C. NlcCrarv and Catharine lvlcCrarv Rock, as Trustees of the
Estate of Mildreci W. Mccraw, all of 330 West 42nd St., New york, N.y.-
10036; Stanford E. Taylor, Hawk Dr., Lloyd Harbor, Huntington, N.Y.-11742.

8. Known brindholders, mortgagees,
holding 1 per cent or more of total
secu rit ies.-N o ne.

9. Not applicable.

10. Extent and natr-rre of circulation:

ancl other security holders owning or
amoLr nt of boncls, mortgages or other

The Rada Thermostatic Mixing Valve has
dual controls. Touch one-and adjust the
temperature. Touch the other-and you
adjust the flow. And either may be ad-
justed without upsetting the other.

Reason: Rada's responsive bi-metal ther-
mostat. lt holds the temperature steady
no matter how much or how often the hot
and cold supplies change. This sensitivity
is combined with simplicity and strength
in construction.
Next time you specify thermostatic mix-
ing valves for shower, or in matching tub-
and-shower combinations, specify Rada.
Made by Richard Fife, lnc. The company
that's made a big business out of control.
ling water beautifully.

Also specify Unatap spray mixing faucets-
another way t0 control water beautifully.

For more data, circle 'l'12 on inquiry card

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD November /92-0

A. Total number copies printed-average number copies each issue during
preceding 12 months, 60,166; actual number of copies of single issue pub-
lished nearest to filing date, 57,225.

B. Paid Circulation. "l . Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors and
< ounter s.rles (r\/('rag(' ntr mber of copies of single issue published nearest
to fi ling date-none.2. Mail subscriptions-average number copies each
issue during preccciing 12 months,52,246; actual number of copies of single
issue published nearest to fi ling date,51 ,713.

C. Total paid circulation-average number copies each issue during preced-
ing 12 months, 52,246; actual number of copies of single issue published
nearest to fi ling date, 51 ,713.

D. Free distribLrtion by mail, carrier or other means-average number copies
each issue during preceding "l2 months, 4,087; actual number of copies of
single issue published nearest to filing date,4,631.

E. Total distribution-average number copies each issue during preceding 12
months,56,333; actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to
filing date, 56,344.

F. Office use, left-over, unaccounted, spoiled after printing-average number
copies each issue cluring preceding 12 months,3,833; actual number of
copies of single issue published nearest to filing date, BB1 .

C. Total-average number copies each issue during preceding 12 months,
60,166; actual number of copies of single issue published nearest to filing
date, 57,225.

lcertify that the statements made by me above are correct and complete.

McCRAW-HILL, lNC.
By John J. Cooke,

Senior Vice President and Secretary

RitltarilFilg, lltc,
1140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001

Phone: (212) 683-0745
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What is light? Light is a medium of
perception which makes the world visible.
But what is the nature of light? How does
it interact with man's environment to
influence his life and his work? To deal
with light, to shape it, direct it and utilize
it is what Sunbeam does. To us, light is a
medium as dramatic and potent in man's
environment as any other form of energy.
Our product is the tool which allows the
architect and designer to create the proper
environment for working and living, whether
that tool is a single fixture or an entire
system of illumination and air distribution.
As part of our involvement in the
architectural community, Sunbeam Lighting

is preparing a series of booklets entitled
Light in the Human Environment, written by
authorities of various disciplines. . . art
psychology, anthropology, behavioral
science, human engineering and the social
sciences. The second in this series,
...as the Psychologist sees it, is available
free of charge or obligation merely by
writing David T. Traitel, President,
Sunbeam Lighting, 777 Easl l4th Place,
Los Angeles, California 90021. On your
letterhead, please.

(nAII.



Single gasket mullion

Double gasket mullion

Gaskets manufactured by
F. H. Maloney Company'

Architects/Engineers: Skidmore, 0wings & Merrill, San Francisco

Glass-walled sports arena
weatherproofed with Neoprene.
A bright netv aclclition to the rapidlv expancling San Francisco-Oakland
Ba,v arca is the Oakland-Alarlccla Countv Coliscum Complex,
u,ith its adjoining staclium, indoor sports arena ancl exhibit hall.

Striking feature of thc Arena builcling is its 70-foot-high wirrclolv wall
sealed with strttctural gaskets of Du Pont Ncoprene. It took nearl1, 10 miles
of the prefornecl serrling strips to r,veatherproof the expansive glass facacle.

Architccts Skichlore, Ou,ings & N{errill spccifiecl Neoprene gasketir-rg
for tu'o primarv reasons-neat appearance ancl long-term depenclability,.

Gaskets rnacle of Du Pont Ncoprcne keep a tight grip between frame members
ancl glazing, year aftcr y'ear. The gaskets stay rcsilient . . . adjust to
tlormal building ntovements . . . withstancl exposure to sun, rain, heat,
colcl, ozone ancl corrosives. And Neoprene won't propagate fire.
It is inherently flame resistant.

Du Pont makes Neopren., Jo, gaskets.
For clata s]rects on building seals, rn,ritc:
Du Pont Companv, Room 799+, Wilnrington, DE 19898.

0akland-Alameda County Coliseum Complex Arena Building
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